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EDITORIAL

The Evolving Practice of Preventative Medicine
Julia Pon, BSca, Michelle Lai, BAb
a

Vancouver Fraser MD/PhD Program 2017, UBC Faculty of Medicine, BC
Vancouver Fraser Medical Program 2014, UBC Faculty of Medicine, BC

b

H

ealthcare practitioners face pressure on many fronts to
deliver preventative medicine; disease specific interest
groups1 and both Canadian commissions on healthcare2,3
stress preventative medicine as a core component of healthcare.
The public, having lost loved ones from what they consider
preventable illnesses, are often eager to engage with prevention
programs.1 Preventative measures can be effective and efficient.
For instance, a series of questions taking just one minute to complete
can double the chance of someone quitting smoking.4 However,
preventative treatments for healthy individuals carry risks not
associated with the treatment of illnesses; there is more to lose
and less to gain when treating healthy individuals. Preventative
medicine has been criticized for being dangerously aggressive in
attempting to be applicable to whole groups of individuals, using
even the force of law in the case of vaccinations.5 Similarly, the
ethics of opportunistic preventative care for those who present
with an unrelated concern is still under debate.6 Preventative
medicine has also been called presumptuous, for its confidence
that on average it will do more good than harm, and overbearing,
for its attacks on those who question its benefits.5
Preventative medicine needs special consideration in how it
is employed. Past experience, expert advice, and physiological first
principles might be sufficient evidence in medical emergencies,
but not for the use of preventative measures.5 Rather, the
implementation of preventative measures relies on randomized
controlled trials and statistical analyses that demonstrate the
benefits of those measures.5 Physicians must resist pressures from
demanding patients and profit–driven companies, as well as keep
up–to–date on revised guidelines, to ensure they practice only
preventative measures that have sufficient evidence of benefit.5
Indeed, 25.5 % of preventative maneuvers implemented in 23
Ontario community primary care practices were inappropriate,7
suggesting additional resources must be developed to help
physicians provide appropriate preventative measures.
Although controlled trials may suggest whether or not a
particular preventative measure would be effective, they often do
not indicate which preventative measures would be most effective
given a physician’s limited time and limited healthcare funding.
Prioritization of preventative measures becomes a particularly
significant task as the aging population and decreasing number of
family physicians make a physician’s time increasingly valuable.1
The U.S. Preventative Service Task Force and the Canadian Task
Correspondence
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Force on Preventative Health Care assign grades to preventative
measures to indicate the degree and quality of evidence supporting
their use.8,9 However, performing all preventative measures
that have good or fair supporting evidence is estimated to take
7.4 hours per working day in a typical 2500 patient practice.10
Moreover, recommendations from the Canadian Task Force on
Preventative Health Care and those from disease specific interest
groups do not always coincide.1
Physicians have advocated for clear priorities to be set,
taking into account the number needed to treat, for measures to
be effective.1 These priorities must gain public support, and the
public must be made aware of both the potential benefits and
harms of preventative measures.1 The idea of introducing primary
care medical staff specifically for the delivery of preventative
care has been raised.4
Preventative measures, however, do not solely fall onto the
shoulders of physicians; patients too have the responsibility of
looking after their health through preventative measures. This
issue’s feature article by Dr. Gerald Krystal, a Distinguished
Scientist at the Terry Fox Laboratory, proves just this point through
his research at the B.C. Cancer Agency. By altering daily dietary
choices, specifically by lowering carbohydrate consumption, we
can decrease our chances of developing cancer. In his research,
he compares mice following a low carbohydrate diet (15 %
carbohydrate) to mice consuming a typical Western diet (50 60
% carbohydrates). Mice consuming fewer carbohydrates were
not only less likely to develop tumours, they also tended to live
longer. Popular diet trends, such as the Atkins™ diet, have long
recommended a low carbohydrate, high protein diet with the main
focus of losing weight for aesthetic purposes, but less ostensibly
has such a diet been advertised as a method of cancer prevention.
Exercise goes hand in hand with diet. Cycling in Vancouver
has become almost a city staple. With the installment of the Burrard
bike lanes, biking to the workplace seems to be a growing trend—
one that advocates for good heart health to say the least. Active
transportation has become routine for many, and while listing off
all the benefits of cycling would undoubtedly find bored ears, Dr.
Teschke, a professor at the UBC School of Population and Public
Health, allows us to examine the risks of the much touted local
sport.
We often sit at the edge of our seats waiting for the next
best thing: a new drug or a new imaging technique. The idea
that most of what we need is right in front of us has become
almost counterintuitive. There is a temptation to practice “gizmo
medicine” where practicing cutting edge medicine is the key, but
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the idea for cancer prevention presented in this issue serves to tip
the scale towards a more balanced set–point. It sheds some much
needed light on the impact that simple day–to–day choices can
make. Nonetheless, these findings should not detract focus from
therapy research. It is reassuring to know, however, that there are
pre–emptive actions that can be taken to curb disease, and most
importantly that these actions are completely within our grasp.
Preventative medicine illustrates the importance of the
partnership between patients and physicians. The course from
disease to wellness is analogous to running a race; physicians
can act as coaches, but patients are the ones who ultimately need
to cross the finish line. It will fall to today’s medical students to
garner the necessary skill–set to become good coaches for their
future patients. Through the UBCMJ, we students are taking a
hand in educating both current and future health professionals on
the issues underlying the practice of preventative medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

I

n the last decade, there has been new interest in promoting
cycling as a mode of transportation in North America.1 Two of
the largest cities in the United States, New York and Chicago,
have set aggressive targets for increased cycling, and to meet
them, have launched programs to construct connected networks
of bicycle infrastructure.2 Canadian cities are also seeing
changes, as illustrated in our three largest cities. Montreal has
a system of separated bike lanes throughout its downtown core
and implemented its pioneering BIXI bikeshare system in 2009.
Toronto adopted the BIXI system in the summer of 2011, and is
considering building separated lanes. Vancouver began installing
separated lanes on major streets in its downtown core in 2009 as
a complement to a system of designated bike routes elsewhere in
the city.
The motivations for these changes are multifaceted. At
the municipal level, they include the impossibility of managing
traffic congestion via increased roadways, green city strategies
aimed at reducing air pollution and greenhouse gases, and a
recognition that the vitality of cities is better promoted by people
who are not enclosed in vehicles, but walking, cycling, and
interacting with each other.3 In the public health realm, “active
transportation” (physically active travel modes such as walking
and cycling) has become a focus of attention following research
showing that the design of cities and the connectivity of streets
affect both our likelihood of walking and our health.4 Canadians
use active transport modes less than Europeans, so there is room
for improvement. Bicycling offers the greatest opportunity
for change. The percentage of trips via cycling in Canada (less
than 2%) is very low in comparison to many northern European
countries with similar climates and demographics. Cycling rates
are five times higher in Finland, Germany, and Sweden, and ten or
more times higher in Denmark and the Netherlands.2 In addition,
cycling offers an efficient transportation mode for short distance
trips not easily made on foot.
Despite the many motivations, promotion of cycling has
been controversial. Some car users have been concerned about
losing road space, and bike lanes have been a prominent issue in
municipal elections in both Toronto and Vancouver. In addition,
there is concern about safety by both members of the public and

“

The economic costs of physical
inactivity and obesity in Canada in
2001 were estimated at $5.3 billion and $4.3
billion, respectively.

by health professionals who have advocated helmet use.5,6 In this
article, we focus on the health elements of the controversy: what
are the potential benefits of cycling; what are the risks; and do the
benefits outweigh the risks?

METHOD
This article provides an overview of the scientific literature on
these issues, based on a search that employed the following
bibliographic databases: Web of Science (http://apps.
isiknowledge.com);
PubMed
(http://www.pubmed.gov);
Transportation Research Information Services (http://tris.trb.
org); and Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.com). Text word
searches of article titles and abstracts were conducted using
combinations of the following keywords: active transportation,
cyclist, bicycling, physical activity, traffic, benefit, risk, cost,
safety, health, injury, accident, air pollution, exposure, and noise.
Reference lists of papers were reviewed and expert colleagues
were asked to identify additional references that should be
included. The initial literature search was conducted up to the end
of March 2010, with a search for additional risk-benefit literature
up to the end of November 2011.
All papers identified were screened for relevance using the
title and/or abstract. English-language literature in the following
areas was sought: studies that directly examined benefits and/or
risks of cycling; where direct evidence was not available, studies
that provided indirect evidence; papers that reviewed the above
literature; and papers that addressed research challenges. Some of
the literature grouped results for cycling and walking, since both
are active modes of transportation. Where separate evidence was
available for cycling, it was preferred; where evidence was only
available for the two modes grouped, we have included it.

Correspondence
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HEALTH BENEFITS OF CYCLING
Physical activity and health
Data from the Canadian Community Health Survey in 2005
showed that only 24% of adults were physically active, 35% were
overweight, and 16% were obese.7 Obesity and physical inactivity
are strongly related. The World Health Organization (WHO)
listed them as two of the five leading global risks for mortality,
responsible for 16.1% of deaths in high income countries.8
WHO estimated that obesity is responsible for the following
global disease burdens: 44% of diabetes; 23% of ischaemic heart
disease; and 7 to 41% of certain cancers.8 Estimates for physical
inactivity burdens were 27% of diabetes, 30% of ischaemic heart
disease, and 21 to 25% of breast and colon cancers.8
Data at the individual and population level show that cycling
for transportation can increase physical activity and reduce
weight. People who cycle or walk to work are more likely to be
fit and less likely to be overweight or obese than those who use
motorized modes.9 Data from national surveys of travel behaviour
and health indicators show that countries with the highest levels
of cycling and walking have the lowest obesity rates.10 Active
transportation is effective because it provides a means for
individuals to incorporate moderate intensity activities into their
daily routines. This has been shown to be more sustainable over
time than structured activity programs (e.g., running or going to
the gym), yet has similar health benefits.11 This is supported by
evidence that people who commute by active transport get more
physical activity on average than people who use motorized
transport.12,13 Thus, increasing cycling as a mode of transportation
offers a promising way to address widespread levels of inactivity
and overweight in the Canadian population.
Studies have also shown direct links between
transportation–related physical activity and health outcomes.
People who commuted by bike or on foot experienced significant
improvements in cardiovascular indicators of fitness compared
to those who use motorized modes.13,14 Men who cycled at least
25 km per week had less than half the risk of non–fatal and fatal
coronary heart disease of those who were not physically active.15
A study of physical activity and type 2 diabetes showed a 35%
reduction in risk with at least 30 minutes per day of commuting
by bike or on foot, a greater reduction than with physical
activity during leisure time or at work.16 A recent meta–analysis
concluded that cycling or walking to work was associated with
an 11% reduction in cardiovascular disease risk.17 All–cause
mortality has been found to be lower among men and women of
all ages who cycled for transportation.18 A recent meta–analysis
of physical activity and all–cause mortality found reductions with
all types of physical activity, including active transportation, with
greater reductions in mortality with more time spent cycling and
walking.19
In addition to physical health, increased activity benefits
mental health. A meta–analysis found that exercise as a treatment
for depression was more effective than no treatment, was as
effective as traditional interventions in some instances, and had
equivalent adherence rates to medication.20 Regular activity
at least once a week was associated with reduced risk of sleep
disorders.21

The health issues associated with inactivity and obesity cause
hardship for individuals but they also have substantial costs for
society. The economic costs of physical inactivity and obesity in
Canada in 2001 were estimated at $5.3 billion and $4.3 billion,
respectively.22
Lower levels of air pollution, greenhouse gases, noise and
congestion
One of the reasons that cities are promoting cycling is its potential
to reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. Traffic–
related air pollution is associated with increased non–accidental,
lung cancer, and cardiovascular mortality.23 The potential effects of
climate change on health are more wide ranging. Heat episodes are
one example; they consistently result in increased cardiovascular
and respiratory mortality, especially among the elderly.24 Cycling
produces no in–use emissions and has low lifecycle greenhouse
gas emissions.25,26 Because it does not produce any direct
emissions, it is often cited as offering opportunities to improve
air quality on a neighbourhood or regional scale.27,28 However,
for such benefits to be realized, cycling needs to be a substitute
for a significant proportion of motorized transportation, as it is in
countries like the Netherlands and Denmark.2,29
Noise and congestion are additional negative consequences
of motor vehicle traffic. In recent years, traffic noise has been
shown to be an urban health risk that impacts childhood
development and increases adult myocardial infarction and
total ischemic heart disease risks.30,31 Traffic congestion is a
significant economic issue, with impacts estimated at up to 3%
of gross domestic product (GDP) for many cities.32 Cycling has
been promoted as an approach for reducing both traffic noise and
congestion,2,32,33 but to our knowledge there have been no studies
verifying these potential benefits.

HEALTH RISKS OF CYCLING
Injury risk
Unfortunately, trips by bicycle face higher risks of fatality
and injury per trip and per distance travelled than trips by
automobile. In the United States from 1999 to 2003, the fatality
rate per bike trip was about 2.3 times that for automobile trips,
and the police-reported injury rate per bike trip was about 1.8
times that for automobile trips.34 The greater distances travelled
on motor vehicle trips (bike trips are about half the distance of
motor vehicle trips) mean that the difference in risk per distance
travelled would be greater still. Canadian data suggest a similar
pattern. In 2006, there were 2125 deaths among motor vehicle
drivers and passengers (74% of all traffic-related deaths), and 73
deaths among cyclists (2.5% of all traffic-related deaths).35 Census
data in the same year indicated that 80% of trips to work were by
car and 1.3% of trips to work were by bicycle,36 suggesting that
proportionately more fatalities happen during travel by bicycle.
However, Canadian data over a 2-decade period provide
encouraging news: traffic fatalities by all modes have declined
at a steady pace, and cycling deaths appear to have declined at a
slightly faster rate (Figures 1a and 1b).37-40
In addition, there is evidence that injury and fatality rates
decrease as cycling mode share increases, an effect that has
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Figure 1a. Traffic collision fatalities by road user class, in Canada, 1988 to 2009.

Risk from exposure to air pollution
Although population–level reductions in air
pollution have been suggested as a potential
benefit of major shifts from driving to bicycling,
air pollution exposure can present a risk to
individual cyclists. Results of personal exposure
studies are mixed. Cyclists generally experience
lower exposures to fine and ultrafine particulate
matter, volatile organic compounds, and carbon
monoxide compared to those inside vehicles.45,46
The benefits of lower exposure levels may be
offset to some degree by longer travel times
and increased pollutant uptake due to increased
respiratory ventilation, approximately 2 to 4
times that of motor-vehicle occupants.47-49 There
is some evidence that cyclists may experience
higher exposures than car drivers if they travel
on busy routes.50,51 However, they can reduce
their pollution exposure significantly by
choosing low-traffic routes.52-54

WEIGHING THE BENEFITS AND RISKS
One of the earliest efforts at quantifying
the tradeoffs between benefits and risks of
cycling was completed by the British Medical
Association 20 years ago.55 It enumerated a
benefit to risk ratio (years of life gained versus
lost) of 20 to 1 and concluded that “in spite of
the hostile environment in which most cyclists
currently ride, the benefits in terms of health
promotion and longevity far outweigh the loss
of life years in injury on the roads.”55
Over the last few years, a number of teams
have synthesized more recent evidence.27,28,56-58
Table 1 summarizes the results of these studies,
examining one North American setting and
four European settings. All studies considered
Figure 1b. Trend in number of traffic collision fatalities in Canada indexed to 1988 (assigned 100), by road the benefits of increased physical activity,
user class, 1988 to 2009..
and all but one considered the risks of traffic
injuries. All studies considered the impact of air pollution,
been dubbed “safety in numbers”.41,42 In the Netherlands, where
though two considered its impact only on risk and two only on
almost 30% of trips are by bicycle, the fatality risk was 1.1 per
benefit. The benefits and risks were calculated in different ways
100 million km cycled, versus 3.6 and 5.8 per 100 million km
(deaths prevented, reductions in disability-adjusted life years, and
cycled in the UK and the US, respectively, where about 1% of
monetary costs of premature death).
trips are by bicycle.2 There remains concern that, with increased
The conclusions of all studies supported that of the British
cycling mode share, there may be a net increase in the absolute
Medical Association: there is a large net health benefit of increased
number of traffic injuries, because of the shift from a lower risk
cycling, since the risk of fatal injury is greatly outweighed by the
to a higher risk mode of transport. However, Elvik suggested
reductions in mortality afforded by increased physical activity.
that if enough trips were converted from driving to cycling or
Air pollution risks and benefits had smaller impacts in either
walking, reductions in overall traffic fatalities might be observed,
direction. Benefit to risk ratios ranged between 9 to 1 and 96 to 1.
because of the safety in numbers effect and the lower volume
The degree of uncertainty in the estimates was illustrated
of automobile traffic.43 This effect may be operating in the
by some large differences between studies. This research area
Netherlands; the overall traffic fatality rate in 2009 was much
faces a number of methodological challenges: identifying the
lower in the Netherlands (3.9/100,000 population) than in Canada
population affected by a change; assessing behaviour changes;
(6.3/100,000 population).44
and quantifying health outcomes. There are also potential risks
and benefits that were not considered in the analyses to date: for
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If enough trips were converted
from driving to cycling or walking,
reductions in overall traffic fatalities might
be observed.

example, skin cancer risk or increased vitamin D production from
sun exposure; and the benefits associated with mitigation of global
climate change.59 Rabl and de Nazelle made some initial estimates
for non–fatal injuries, noise, and congestion.57 These suggested
relatively minor increases in cost from non–fatal injuries and
large benefits from reduced noise and congestion (comparable to
those from increased physical activity).

REAPING THE BENEFITS, MANAGING THE RISKS
Given the substantial health benefits that accrue from bicycling as
a mode of transportation, the new public health focus on promoting
its use is well founded. It is also reasonable to promote means
to mitigate any risks. A number of evidence-based strategies for
managing risks exist. Cyclists can be encouraged to wear helmets,
which reduce the chance of head and face injuries in the event
of a crash.6,60 However, helmets do not prevent crashes from
happening in the first place. The methods used to protect cyclists

in the Netherlands, where helmet use is rare and injury rates are
low, appear to have been successful in this regard.2 Their approach
has been to construct bicycle–specific facilities, the design of
which varies depending on motor vehicle traffic volumes and
speeds.2,44 Typically, on major streets, “cycle tracks” are used to
physically separate cyclists from faster (motor vehicle) and slower
(pedestrian) traffic. On residential streets, motor vehicle traffic is
restricted and kept slow, with speed limits of 30 km/h. A recent
review and other emerging evidence show that bicycle–specific
facilities (e.g., cycle tracks, residential street bike routes, on–road
marked bike lanes, and off–road bike paths) reduce crashes and
injuries to cyclists.61-63 Most of these route types are favoured by
all types of people, from young men to older adults with children,
from regular cyclists to those who are just considering cycling.64
They should help motivate cycling and thus help induce safety in
numbers. In addition, route types separated from traffic are likely
to have lower air pollution and noise exposures.
The good news is that developments in North American cities
are much more focussed on creating favourable environments for
cycling, similar to the Dutch model. Whether we reap the benefits
depends on all of us.

Table 1. Summary of some recent studies of the health risks and benefits of increased bicycling or bicycling and walking.
Changes / effects being considered

Authors

Location

Conversion of 50% of automobile round trips of ≤ 8 km to
cycling.

None evaluated

Grabow et
al, 2011 [27]

USA, 11
metropolitan
areas in the
mid-west

More physical activity: 687
fewer deaths.
Reductions in ozone air
pollution: 9 fewer deaths.
Reductions in particulate air
pollution: 433 fewer deaths.

Combined effect: 1,129 fewer
deaths in 31.9 million population
= 35 fewer deaths per million
population per year.
Benefit to risk ratio: cannot be
calculated, no risks considered.

London,
England

Increased active transportation:
2 times as much walking & 8
times as much cycling.
Effects on cardiovascular
disease, breast cancer, colon
cancer, dementia, depression,
and diabetes.

More traffic crashes: 11
more premature deaths
and 519 fewer disabilityadjusted life-years
(DALYs) per million
population.

More physical activity: 528
fewer premature deaths and
7,742 more DALYs per million
population.
Reductions in air pollution: 21
fewer premature deaths and
200 more DALYs per million
population.

Combined effect: 530 fewer
premature deaths and 7,332 more
disability-adjusted life-years per
million population per year.
Benefit to risk ratio: ~ 49:1 for premature deaths; ~ 15:1 for DALYs

Netherlands

500,000 adults switch from car
to bicycle for trips < 7.5 km.
Effect on life years.

More traffic crashes: loss
of 9,639 life years.
More air pollution inhaled:
loss of 28,135 life years.

More physical activity: gain of
337,896 life years.

Combined effect: gain of 7 months
of life per person
= 583,333 years per million population over the life course.
Benefit to risk ratio: ~ 9:1

Europe

Driver who switches to 5 km of
cycling.
Effect on all cause mortality.

More traffic crashes: loss
of 53 Euros/yr.
More air pollution inhaled:
loss of 19 Euros/yr.

More physical activity: gain of
1310 Euros/yr.
Reductions in air pollution:
gain of 33 Euros/yr.

Combined effect: gain of 1,271 Euros/yr per car driver who switches
to cycling
= 1.3 billion Euros/yr per million
car drivers who switch.
Benefit to risk ratio: ~ 19:1

Barcelona,
Spain

181,982 subscribers to a public
bike share program compared to
car drivers.
Effect on all cause mortality.

More traffic crashes: 0.03
more deaths.
More air pollution inhaled:
0.13 more deaths.

More physical activity: 12.5
fewer deaths.

Combined effect: 12.3 fewer deaths
per year
= 67 fewer deaths per million
population per year.
Benefit to risk ratio: ~ 96:1

Woodcock et
al., 2009 [28]

Johan de
Hartog et al.,
2010 [56]

Rabl & de
Nazelle,
2012 [57]

Rojas-Rueda
et al., 2011
[58]

Risk Estimate

Benefit Estimate
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hen glucose in our blood enters our cells, it is broken
down via glycolysis to pyruvate. Pyruvate can then
be converted into lactic acid and secreted, ending
glycolysis, or into acetyl–CoA and broken down, with the help
of oxygen (O2), within mitochondria to carbon dioxide (CO2) and
water via oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS, i.e., the Kreb’s,
Citric acid, or tricarboxylic acid cycle).1 In 1857, Louis Pasteur
discovered that in the absence of O2, normal cells survive by
switching from OXPHOS, which generates 36 ATPs/glucose, to
glycolysis, which only generates 2 ATPs/glucose. In the 1920s,
Otto Warburg found that cancer (CA) cells, unlike normal cells,
use glycolysis instead of OXPHOS even when O2 is present,
and this type of metabolism is called aerobic glycolysis or the
Warburg effect.1 Because most tumours use this less efficient
energy generating system, they have to take up more blood
Correspondence
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glucose (BG) than normal cells to survive. This characteristic
is the basis for identifying human CAs using PET scans with
18-fluorodeoxyglucose, a glucose analog.2
Importantly, every normal cell in our body is within 0.1 mm
from a capillary, corresponding to the diffusion limit of O2.1 Thus,
normal cells are no more than a few cell layers away from O2
and nutrients.3 However, glucose can diffuse slightly further than
O2, so when tumours grow beyond 0.1 mm, they can still acquire
glucose and switch from OXPHOS to glycolysis by activating
the transcription factor hypoxia inducible factor 1 (HIF1), which
regulates over 70 different genes.3 Amongst the genes turned on
are cell surface glucose transporters (to increase glucose uptake),
angiogenic factors (to induce the formation of new blood vessels),
and enzymes (to enhance glycolysis and inhibit OXPHOS).4,5 But
why do CA cells still use glycolysis when O2 is present? The
answer is that many oncogenes, as well as inactivated tumour
suppressors, activate HIF1.4,6-8
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Given that glycolysis is an inefficient producer of ATP, what
advantage do CA cells have in using glycolysis when O2 is
present? The advantage appears to be that, in the presence of an
adequate supply of glucose, glycolysis is preferred because it
generates ATP faster than OXPHOS,7 and instead of catabolizing
the carbon chains completely to CO2 for ATP production, it
makes them available as building blocks for the synthesis of
DNA and RNA, protein, and lipids, all of which are essential
for proliferation.5,9,10 As well, glycolysis generates NADPH via
the pentose phosphate pathway, which increases glutathione,
an important intracellular reducing agent that prevents reactive
oxygen species (ROS)–induced cell death.11 So, as long as CA
cells can get enough glucose, they will maintain a high glycolytic
rate because it allows for very rapid proliferation and survival.
Also, enhanced glycolysis leads to high levels of lactic acid in the
extracellular milieu. This increase in lactic acid can significantly
decrease the extracellular pH, especially because poor blood
supply to tumours results in sluggish lactic acid removal. This
drop in pH is toxic to normal cells, producing space for the
tumour cells to proliferate. Tumour cells are unharmed because
they evolve resistance to this acid by, for example, inactivating
the tumour suppressor p53.12 Extracellular acid also facilitates
metastasis by promoting the breakdown of extracellular matrix
and basement membrane, and inhibiting tumour–killing immune
responses.10 Because metastasis is the major cause of mortality
from CA, targeting glycolysis may prove very useful.12
Because most tumours are highly dependent on glucose
for proliferation and survival, while most normal cells are less so
because they can use alternate carbon sources like amino acids
and fatty acids to drive OXPHOS,13 we asked if we could lower
BG sufficiently, through diet changes alone, to slow or prevent
tumour growth.
Our typical Western diet contains 50-60 % (% kcal)
carbohydrate (CHO), 10-15 % protein and 30 % fat. This level
of CHO can raise our BG levels after a meal into ranges that
can lead to advanced glycation end products (AGE). These are a
heterogeneous group of sugar–modified proteins that bind to AGE
receptors (RAGE) on immune, endothelial, epithelial, and central
nervous system cells, leading to oxidative stress, blood vessel
damage and subsequent chronic inflammation, and promote CA
and other inflammation–based diseases.14 As well, high BG leads
to high blood insulin (a hormone, secreted by the pancreas, that
promotes the storage of blood glucose in the form of glycogen in
the liver and fat in adipose cells) and insulin-like growth factor
1 (IGF-1) levels, both of which have been linked to a shortened
lifespan, obesity, and increased risk of CA.11,15-20
While reducing CHO appears beneficial for reducing the
growth rate of CA cells, either fat or protein must be increased
to maintain an isocaloric diet. Because high fat appears to be
detrimental,21,22 we opted to increase protein instead. Interestingly,
protein leads to more rapid satiety than fats or CHOs,23 and so it

“
12

Avoid regular, sugar–based pops,
fruit juices and foods with a high
glycemic index.

“

High carbohydrate diets lead to
obesity and an increased
cancer risk.

lowers the risk of obesity and thus inflammation and CA. In fact,
weight loss may be the most positive variable in CA prevention
and progression.15,24 As well, there is evidence that certain amino
acids, like arginine and tryptophan, skew the immune system to
a CA–fighting phenotype25,29 and can slow CA growth.30,31 A high
protein diet also provides amino acids that can be converted to
glucose to ensure BG levels do not fall below 50 % (which can
lead to loss of consciousness) on a low CHO diet. On the other
hand, there is evidence that ingesting higher than 35 % protein
may lead to renal insufficiency,14 liver damage, osteoporosis, and
prostate and colorectal CAs.27,32,33 Some of this damage, however,
appears to be linked to pre–existing kidney conditions or due
to the consumption of red and processed meats,33 which can be
avoided. Moreover, such damage can be further mitigated by the
consumption of low CHO or high amylose–containing starch (i.e.,
resistant starch), which reduces colonic DNA damage induced by
diets high in red meat.34
We first compared the growth rate of mouse or human
tumour cells subcutaneously injected into mice on Western
or low CHO diets (i.g., 15 % CHO, 58 % protein, 26 % fat),
hypothesizing that if we could reduce BG levels, we might force
CA cells to die or resort to OXPHOS to survive. A switch to
OXPHOS should reduce lactic acid production, which should
both increase immune responses to kill tumours and reduce
tumour invasiveness, angiogenesis, and metastasis. As expected,
we found our low CHO diets resulted in lower BG and insulin
levels and, importantly, slower growth rates for both murine and
human carcinomas.35
We then embarked on synergy studies with a number of
known chemotherapeutic agents and found that the combination of
our 15 % CHO diet with the cyclooxygenase-2 (Cox-2) inhibitor
celecoxib (Celebrex) dramatically reduced the rate of tumour
growth, with negligible effects on mouse weights.35 In relation
to this finding, it has been shown that Cox-2 is overexpressed in
many human CAs and that Cox inhibitors block tumour–induced
angiogenesis36 and may be beneficial in preventing or slowing
colon, breast,37 and prostate CAs.38-40
We then asked if our 15 % CHO diet (without celecoxib
[Celebrex]) was safe and efficacious in long term studies using a
spontaneous mouse mammary tumour model that mimics human
breast CA.41 These studies revealed that the mice in the 15 % CHO
diet group did not gain weight as they aged, unlike the fat–laden
mice on the Western diet. This finding is important because, as
mentioned earlier, obesity leads to chronic inflammation and thus
increases the incidence of CA. At one year of age, almost half the
mice on the Western, but none on the low CHO diet, developed
tumours. As well, seven out of the ten mice on the Western diet
developed tumours over their lifetime, with only one reaching the
normal lifespan for this mouse strain.35 Meanwhile, only three out
of the 11 mice on the 15 % CHO diet developed tumours, and more
than half reached or exceeded their normal life expectancy.35 Of
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note, the kidneys in the old mice on the 15 % CHO diet appeared
to be functioning normally, as assessed by a lack of protein in
their urine, in spite of their high protein diet.42
Based on our results, as well as epidemiological studies
suggesting that high CHO diets lead to obesity and an increased
CA risk in humans,19,20 we recommend diets containing 15-20 %
CHO (preferably high in fibre), 40 % protein (preferably not high
in red meat), and 40 % fat (preferably high in omega–3 fatty acids
and no trans fat) for adult men and women, but not for growing
children and pregnant mothers who require higher levels of BG,
insulin, and IGF-1.
Specifically, one should avoid regular, sugar–based pops,
fruit juices, and foods with a high glycemic index (GI) such
as white rice, white bread, and potatoes. Instead, aspartame or
sucralose sweetened drinks, whole fruits whose fibre content
slows the digestion of CHOs, and whole grain products should
be incorporated into the diet. Lastly, the GI of a meal can be
lowered by 30 % with the addition of four teaspoons of vinegar or
lemon juice: however, to protect tooth enamel, rinse mouth with
water after the meal. With simple solutions such as these, we can
maintain our health and quality of life.
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A Survey Assessment of the Vancouver Native Youth
Initiative by Youth and Volunteers
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ABSTRACT
The Vancouver Native Health Youth Initiative (VNHYI) is a youth drop-in that is run by medical student volunteers and focuses on
providing resources, nutritious meals, and access to medical care to at risk youth. Participants in this survey study were recruited using
research posters distributed throughout the Downtown Eastside (DTES). Demographic information of youth who access VNHYI services
was collected. In addition, participants were provided statements about the VNHYI and asked to “agree” or “disagree”. Participants were
also given space for any written feedback that was not addressed by the survey. Seventeen youth participated in this study. The average
age was 22.4 years; 58 % were female and 65 % were of First Nations origin. Youth were more likely to access services such as food
bags to take home, hot meals, and hygiene products. Overall, youth felt the VNHYI helped them overcome barriers to health care and
improve self care, possibly because the VNHYI facilitated a safe and non–judgemental atmosphere. Analyzed data could be used to
provide advertisements to unreached youth to increase access to VNHYI services. This formal assessment of the VNHYI can hopefully
lead to improvements to create a more positive experience for at–risk youth.
KEYWORDS: youth health, aboriginal health, health access, urban, health centre

INTRODUCTION

Y

outh living in the impoverished Downtown Eastside
(DTES) neighbourhood of Vancouver, Canada, face
challenges common to inner cities environments
around the world. Substance use, violence, unemployment,
homelessness, the sex trade, and infectious disease are facets of
life in this community, and lead to poor health outcomes in this
population.1,2,3 In 2007, 21.6 % of DTES residents were between
13 and 29 years old.4 A chart review conducted at the Vancouver
Native Health (VNH) Society Clinic, a major health care facility
in the DTES, found that this age group accounted for only 7.3 %
of clinic visits.[5] Evidently there is an increased need for health
care in this population.
Health issues affecting youth in the DTES have been
characterized by the At–Risk Youth Study conducted by the
Urban Health Research Initiative, a program of the BC Centre for
Excellence in HIV/AIDS.6 These issues include, but are not limited
to, methamphetamine use, intravenous drug use, malnutrition,
blood–borne illnesses, mental illness, and sexual risk–taking
behaviour.7,8 Almost half the youth surveyed reported multiple
sexual partners, yet only a quarter used condoms consistently.9
HIV rates in Vancouver are also six times the national average;
this has a large impact on health of at–risk youth.10
Many of the youth in the DTES face insecure housing
situations, often living in shelters, in single room occupancies
Correspondence		
Nathan Wong, natewong@interchange.ubc.ca
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“

Many of the youth in the DTES face
insecure housing situations, often
living in shelters, in single room
occupancies (SROs), or on the streets.

(SROs), or on the streets.11 Although homelessness increases
levels of disease and risk of death12, street youth significantly
under–utilize preventative health services.13 On the other hand,
street youth over–utilize other health care services: they have high
rates of Emergency Room visits.14
The Aboriginal population of Vancouver is particularly
overrepresented in the DTES15, while subsequently experiencing
disproportionately ill health and poor health outcomes.16
Aboriginals in Canada have increased levels of chronic and
infectious disease, and a reduced life expectancy compared to
the average Canadian17, in addition to experiencing higher levels
of unmet health care needs compared to their non–Aboriginal
counterparts.18
Barriers to accessing health care services have been
well–documented for the urban Aboriginal population. Past
experiences with discrimination and social exclusion may
lead to distrust of authority figures and a sensitivity to power
imbalance,17, 19 which can negatively affect patient–provider
interactions and engagement with the health care system.20
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Patients may have negative assumptions about how they will be
treated, and worry that their health concerns will be dismissed.
Youth have unique needs and barriers; they report interpersonal
factors as being a very important aspect of care. Lack of respect
and communication can prevent youth from accessing health
care services. In particular, street youth have reservations about
accessing services where there are adults present.19
In order to help to address this disparity between
demographics and utilization of health services, a group of UBC
medical students from the graduating class of 2011 formed the
Vancouver Native Health Youth Initiative (VNHYI) in 2008.
The goal was to increase youth access to primary health care in
the DTES.5 These youth drop–in sessions were available to all
individuals between ages 13 and 25, and were focused on providing
resources, information, and nutritious meals to the youth on the
DTES.5 A later collaboration was formed with the VNH clinic and
the Community Health Initiative by University Students (CHIUS),
giving those youth attending the drop–in sessions priority access
to medical care on Wednesday nights. In order to increase youth
attendance, a further collaboration was made with Watari, a non–
profit DTES organization whose outreach social workers meet
with the youth on the DTES regularly. Watari played a key role
in increasing youth attendance by advertising the drop–in center
and providing the youth connections with other DTES services
throughout the week. As a result, there was a significant increase
in youth attendance of the drop–in from approximately five to 40
youth, as well as increased access to health care services of the
adjacent clinic as reported by VNH physicians (unpublished VNH
clinic data).
We hoped to overcome the previously outlined barriers to
health care by providing: 1) access to health care with little or no
wait time, 2) a safe, non–judgmental atmosphere to deter negative
assumptions regarding future physician-patient relationships, and
3) social interaction opportunities to redefine medical students
as supportive, not authoritative, health providers. In tailoring our
program to youth, our goal was to decrease youth discomfort with
accessing primary health care, now and in the future.
Although preliminary data and physician’s observations
confirmed an increased number of youth utilizing the clinic since
the VNHYI began, the utility of the VNHYI had yet to be formally
assessed after three years of operation. Through the application of
surveys, demographic information of youth who access VNHYI
services and the overall effectiveness of the VNHYI in decreasing
barriers to health care of DTES youth were investigated.

“

In order to help to address this
disparity between demographics
and utilization of health services,
a group of UBC medical students from the
class of 2011 formed the Vancouver Native
Health Youth Initiative (VNHYI) in 2008.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Youth participants were recruited using advertisement posters that
provided a brief explanation of the study and the co–investigators’
contact information. Posters were placed at the VNHYI, the
VNH clinic, and at various hotels in the DTES area. Inclusion
criteria included any youth (between the ages of 13 to 25) who
had accessed the VNHYI drop–in sessions at least four times
in the past year. Youth interested in participating in the survey
approached the investigators during VNHYI hours.
Data was collected via surveys completed by youth
who accessed the VNHYI. Prior to completion of the surveys,
participants were given two copies of the study objectives and
design, including confidentiality forms. The study was explained
to the participants by the investigator and participants were
asked to sign both copies. One of the copies was collected by the
investigator. This study has been approved by the UBC Behaviour
Research and Ethics Board.
Surveys were collected from 17 youth participants.
Demographic information (age, sex, ethnicity, education,
employment status, living situation, and health care utilization)
was obtained. Youth were asked which VNHYI services they
access, how they heard about the drop–in, and to “agree” or
“disagree” with statements pertaining to their assessment of
VNHYI to address their overall impression of the VNHYI.
This simple method was used to allow a basic assessment of the
VNHYI where data could be compiled easily. Participants were
also given space to provide any written feedback that they felt was
not addressed by the rest of the survey. Participants were given
research numbers to maintain confidentiality. At no point were
participant names placed on the surveys.
Participants were given up to 15 minutes to complete the
survey before returning it to the investigators for collection and
were given the option to complete the survey orally or on a written
document. There was no follow–up investigation of any of the
participants. Results were compiled and analyzed, and descriptive
statistics were used when applicable.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Demographic information
Demographic information of youth who access the VNHYI is
outlined in Table 1. The average age was 22.4 ± 1.0 years and
59 % of respondents were female. The VNHYI may have appealed
to this young demographic because youth may have felt that the
drop–in was a safe space to relax and access entertainment services
such as computers and movies. It also may have appealed to this
group because of convenient access to health care services and
opportunities to participate in self care. Not only did the VNHYI
provide youth with access to hygiene products such as soap,
shampoo and conditioner, and safe sex products such as male and
female condoms, it also gave youth priority access to health care
services at the adjacent VNH Clinic. The VNHYI played host to
special events throughout the year including socials, and health
and harm reduction workshops. Additionally, the Watari outreach
social workers provided youth with social support and direct
contact to housing services, and other resources and organizations.
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Table 1. Demographic information of youth who access the Vancouver Native
Health Youth Initiative (VNHYI). (n = 17)
Youth Information

Values

Percent

22.4 ± 1.0

N/A

Male

7

41

Female

10

59

Heterosexual

13

76

Bisexual

4

24

First Nations

11

65

Caucasian

3

18

Métis

2

12

African-Canadian

1

6

1

6

Ages (Years)
Sex

Sexual orientation

Ethnicity

Approximately 47 % of respondents who attended the drop–in
sessions lived in a single room occupancy and likely had limited
access to basic kitchen utilities to prepare hot foods. These
youth may have relied on the VNHYI as not only a source of hot
nutritious meals, but also for food bags containing non–perishable
goods that are distributed to help youth make ends meet. This
further helped youth since 76 % were unemployed and had limited
financial resources to spend on food. About 18 % of respondents
who accessed the VNHYI considered themselves homeless.
About 65 % of respondents considered themselves First
Nations. The drop–in was named the “Vancouver Native Health
Youth Initiative” in tribute to the free access provided to us by

Prior education
Home school
Elementary school

1

6

Some high school

11

65

Graduated high school

3

12

Post secondary education

1

6

Yes

1

6

No

16

94

Current student

Current employment
Full-time

1

6

Part-time

3

18

No

13

76

Single room occupancy (SRO)

8

47

Family

5

29

Homeless

3

18

Other

1

6

Yes

7

41

No

10

59

Emergency room

5

29

Hospitalized

8

47

Walk-in clinic

8

47

VNH clinic

12

71

Friend

11

65

Local organization

4

24

Social worker

1

6

Advertisement poster

1

6

Living Situation

Current family physician

Health care use in past year

Discovery of the VNHYI

16

Figure 1. Utilization of Vancouver Native Health Youth Initiative (VNHYI) by
youth. Plotted data represents the percent of youth who utilize each listed service.
(n = 17).

the VNH Society, and because of the strong connections with
the adjacent VNH clinic. The VNHYI, however, was open to
all youth regardless of gender, ethnicity, living situation, or
employment status. However, there was clearly a discrepancy
with respect to the ethnic makeup of the DTES population as a
whole and the ethnicity of the youth accessing VNHYI. Since
First Nations individuals made up only a fraction of the total youth
in the DTES area, the VNHYI was not as successful at providing
services to other representative ethnicities in the DTES such as
Indian or Asian youth. To attempt to reach a greater diversity of
at–risk youth, advertisements of the VNHYI at local community
centres and hotels could be utilized. Furthermore, since 65 %
of respondents discovered the VNHYI from a friend, perhaps
the best method for promoting the VNHYI is to encourage the
current youth to tell their friends about the VNHYI. This would
possibly be one of the best methods since 94 % of respondents
stated that they were likely to recommend the VNHYI to their
friends. We can hopefully further stimulate the maturation and
accelerated development of the drop–in, in addition to increasing
public awareness of the VNHYI.
Assessment of the VNHYI
The VNHYI provides youth in the DTES with various services.
However, as shown in Figure 1, there was uneven utilization of
VNHYI services. Youth were more likely to access services that
would potentially lessen any immediate burden on their lives
such as food bags to take home, hot meals, and hygiene products.
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In particular, one respondent (Respondent #7) stated that “my
son and I really appreciate using the drop-in. Being on income
assistance, it is hard to make ends meet. The drop-in helps.
Thanks a ton.” It has previously been reported by the McCreary
Centre Society, a non-profit that conducts research regarding the
health of BC youth, that 47 % had gone hungry because they or
their parents did not have money for food.20 Youth were also more
likely to access services, which they would have more difficulty
accessing by themselves such as computers, access to outreach
workers, and rapid access to VNH physicians. Less frequently
used services include art supplies, telephones, safe sex products
and magazines. This information will enable us to explore the
provision of alternate services or enhance promotion of existing
services, both of which are goals for project improvement.
Approximately 65 % of respondents agreed with the
statement that the VNHYI helped them overcome barriers to
health care. In addition, 88 % of respondents felt that VNHYI
created a safe space, 82 % felt that the VNHYI created a non–
judgemental atmosphere, and 76 % felt that the VNHYI improved
their access to health care. Many of the participants had a positive
experience at the VNHYI. One participant (Respondent #2)
stated that “All you guys are doing an excellent job. Thanks!”,
and another (Respondent #9) stated “You’re great!”. Respondent
#13 stated “It’s all good in the hood”. A sense of safety was an
important goal at the VNHYI as it has been previously reported
that 63 % of Aboriginal street–involved youth in BC reported
having witnessed family violence, and almost 60 % reported
having been physically abused.21 A non–judgemental atmosphere
was equally important as one in four Aboriginal street–involved
youth in BC reported racial discrimination in the past year.21
The number of visits to the VNH clinic was impressive
since prior to the VNHYI, physicians reported that very few, if
any, of their patients were between the ages of 19‑25 (unpublished
VNH clinic data). A survey study in 2008 indicated that young
people in all communities said their communities needed more
services; 29 % of youth felt like then needed increased access to
youth clinics.21
The variables listed above were previously described as
being barriers to health care for young and Aboriginal populations,
and were thus goals set at the beginning of the VNHYI.18 It was
vital for us to target workshops for DTES youth to increase access
to basic health care. It was hoped that through the regular care of a
VNH physician, these at–risk youth could be provided with early
and routine health education and care. The impact of the VNHYI
amongst respondents was evident since 88 % of youth reported
that they were likely to return to the VNH if they required medical
attention, possibly because the VNH clinic is more familiar and
comfortable for youth to access.
Although one major focus of the VNHYI was to overcome
health care barriers and improve access to care, another was to
improve youth self care. Through VNHYI endeavours, 94 %
of youth felt that the drop–in helped them take better care of
themselves. The VNHYI provided youth with free access to
hygiene products such soaps, shampoo and razors, and safe sex
products such as male and female condoms. In addition, the
VNHYI provided youth with self care and health care workshops.

Table 2. Youth assessment of the Vancouver Native Health Youth Initiative
(VNHYI). Youth were asked to agree or disagree with statements pertaining to
the VNHYI. (n = 17).
Statement

Percent Agree (%)

The VNHYI helps me overcome barriers to health care.

65

The VNHYI creates a safe space.

88

The VNHYI creates a non judgemental atmosphere.

82

The VNHYI improves my access to health care.

76

The VNHYI helps me take care of myself.

94

The VNHYI helps me become more aware of other
DTES services.

88

I am likely to return to the VNH Clinic if I require
medical attention.

88

I am likely to recommend the VNHYI to my friends.

94

The VNHYI provided youth with a consistent presence in the
community; it operated each week during the 2010-11 year in
order to be a reliable resource for youth to access. Not only did
the VNHYI provide space for advertisements and pamphlets for
other services and organizations for youth in the DTES, but the
Watari outreach social workers present each week were excellent
resources and supports for the youth. They had connections to
immediate housing and food services available specifically for
youth. Thus through advertisements and outreach workers, 88 %
of youth felt that the VNHYI increased their awareness of services
provided in the DTES.
Research limitations
Limitations of this study include a participation bias due to the
method of recruitment of participants, and lack of statistical
power with low sample size. Although approximately 40 youth
attended the VNHYI each Wednesday night, the low sample size
for youth was expected since youth were recruited using only
research posters and thus, only youth who had the initiative to
contact the investigators and who were interested in providing
feedback participated. In addition, participants were simply
asked to “agree” or “disagree” with certain statements without
providing justification for their answer. Thus, interpretation of
collected information may only be inferred from this descriptive
investigation.
Future directions
This research aims to increase the understanding of which youth
are accessing the drop–in, why youth attend, and what services
have been helpful to them. Future areas of research include
investigating the social determinants of health, barriers to health
care, morbidities in this vulnerable population, and how they
affect youths’ daily lives. The major barrier that we are addressing
with the drop-in center is improving awareness of services. This
can be further improved by developing strategies to increase
advertising for both the drop–in sessions and physician visits at
the adjacent VNH clinic.
In addition to improving awareness and providing
convenient access to health care, another future direction for the
drop–in could be to begin targeting access to other health care
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services. For example, collaboration could be developed with the
adjacent dental clinic to help youth better access dental care on a
consistent basis. In addition, undergraduate UBC dental students
and a dentist mentor could be recruited to volunteer to provide
dental screening, access to dental hygiene products, and education
about proper dental hygiene and its importance in maintaining a
healthy lifestyle.
Perhaps the most important future direction is to increase
educational services. Currently, pamphlets aimed at educating
youth about pertinent topics such as sexual health, high risk
behaviour cessation, and safe injection practices are made
available to youth who attend the drop–in. However, youth could
benefit greatly from having topics interactively presented, such
as via workshops or one–on–one discussions. For example, to
improve knowledge of dental care, dental students could attend
the drop–in periodically and speak to the importance of dental
hygiene and how to maintain dental health. While these sessions
may be difficult to put in place initially, we believe they could
substantially impact the overall health of DTES youth. By
increasing awareness and undergoing a formal assessment, it is
hoped that the VNHYI will continue in the future, continue to
be funded, and that other similar services in the DTES will be
established to serve this vulnerable population.
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ABSTRACT
The benefits of chocolate in cardiovascular health have long been considered since an observational study in Panama found that
an indigenous people who drank salt–enriched cocoa daily suffered fewer age–related increases in blood pressure. Since then,
epidemiological studies have reported a decrease in certain cardiometabolic disorders in individuals who consume moderate amounts
of cocoa. The compounds responsible for the benefits of cocoa are thought to be flavonoid epicatechin monomers, which exert both
an antioxidant effect as well as lead to upregulation of nitric oxide (NO) to promote vasodilation. Animal studies have also shown that
cardiovascular disease (CVD) progression is significantly reduced with cocoa consumption. Although many of these studies possess
limitations, including small sample sizes and incomplete blinding, the data nevertheless suggest that cocoa consumption can reduce the
risk of certain cardiometabolic disorders.
KEYWORDS: flavanoids, cardiovascular health, chocolate, cocoa benefits, preventative health

INTRODUCTION

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

hocolate has been considered a sinful pleasure for
centuries. The Latin name for the cocoa tree, the seeds
of which are refined into chocolate, is Theobroma cacao,
which can be translated into “food of the gods.” A study on the
Kuna Indians in Panama, who traditionally drink several cups
of salt–enriched cocoa daily, first ignited interest in the health
benefits of cocoa, as it was observed that this population had
reduced age–related hypertension and vascular problems.1
Furthermore, such a reduction was not observed in those Kuna
Indians who had relocated to urban centers and no longer
consumed cocoa to the same degree as their rural counterparts.1
Since then, a number of studies have published associations
between chocolate consumption and positive cardiovascular
outcomes.2,3 Furthermore, other studies have demonstrated that
certain compounds in chocolate have antioxidant properties,4-6
and promote vasodilation.7-11 Several of these studies have low
Jaddad method scores, which are scores allocated based on a
series of criteria that critique the rigorousness of clinical trial
methods.12 Notably, other trials with higher Jaddad scores have
found no change in vascular markers with increased cocoa
consumption.13,14 Given these inconsistencies, an evaluation
of the literature on cocoa is necessary to determine whether
epidemiological, clinical, and in vitro studies provide sufficient
evidence that cocoa is beneficial for cardiovascular health.

The initial observational study on the Kuna evaluated their
diet, genetics, and physiology, concluding that cocoa was the
largest factor accounting for their reduced risk of developing
hypertension.1 Several other epidemiological studies have since
been conducted on various sociological factors. The Zutphen
Elderly Study followed 470 male seniors who were free of
chronic diseases for a period of 15 years at baseline. Their vital
signs were monitored every five years and any cardiovascular
events that occurred during this period were recorded. Cross–
sectional analysis demonstrated that individuals who reported
higher cocoa consumption had a 50 % reduction in mortality from
cardiovascular events and a lower mean blood pressure compared
to senior men who reported no chocolate consumption.2 This result
held even after adjustments were made for possible confounding
factors, yet medications were not accounted for in this study.
Another study followed patients after their first myocardial
infarction and examined their vital signs three months after hospital
discharge, comparing populations who consumed chocolate over
the past year with those who did not. A significant decrease
in cardiac mortality with increasing chocolate consumption
was found.10 Two other prospective observational studies that
followed post–menopausal women for eight15 and 1616 years
performed similar analyses. One of these studies found that diets
rich in flavonoids, a naturally–derived polyphenolic compound
found in cocoa beans and many other flora including coffee beans
and grapes, led to a reduced cardiovascular mortality in post–
menopausal women.16 Interestingly, the other study found that
the incidence of heart failure requiring hospitalization was only
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decreased in women who consumed chocolate in moderation;
women who reported consuming more than one serving per day
showed similar results to those who did not consume chocolate
at all.15 Recently, another meta–analysis focused on the effects
of chocolate on general cardiometabolic disease incidence. The
authors pooled data from seven cohort studies, concluding that
higher levels of chocolate consumption reduced the overall risk
of CVD by 37 % when compared to the lowest consumption
level reported.17 Likewise, the risk of diabetes was reduced by
31 % and stroke by 29 %, although no association was found for
heart failure.17 This study had a sufficiently large sample size
to calculate a percentage risk reduction for CVD development,
making it a review of great importance and providing the most
concrete evidence for the benefits of chocolate on the reduction
of cardiometabolic disorders.

IN VITRO STUDIES AND MECHANISM OF ACTION
It is generally accepted that diets high in polyphenols reduce the
risk of CVD, and cocoa seeds contain high levels of flavonoids
at about 6-8 % of dry weight per bean.18 However, the amount
of flavonoids in a cocoa bean depend on the level of processing,
the time of harvest, and the growing location.19 In general, the
greater the percentage of cocoa in chocolate, the more flavonoids
it contains and the more pronounced the cardiovascular effects
were. Spectrographs have shown that all flavonoids share a
common C6-C3-C6 linkage in their structures,19 and the type
of polyphenols contained in cocoa are mainly (+)catechin
and (-)epicatechin monomers.5 Additionally, there is a dose–
dependent relationship between flavonoid ingestion and plasma
concentration of epicatechins/catechins. Epicatechin is the most
readily absorbed flavonol and is the most abundant in human
plasma following cocoa ingestion.20 Flavonoids are antioxidants
that bind to low–density lipoprotein (LDL) and other molecules
in plasma to prevent their oxidation into free radicals.5 These
epicatechins/catechins also upregulate the expression of proteins
that synthesize NO (known as endothelial nitric oxide synthase,
or eNOS), as well as inhibit NAPH oxidase in endothelial cells,
further reducing LDL oxidation.19 The common system for dealing
with free radicals in the cardiovascular system is complex, but
it involves binding of NO to LDL. Therefore, if there is a high
level of either LDL or free radicals, the circulating concentration
of NO will be decreased and less will be available to exert
other protective physiological functions including vasodilation,
decreasing smooth muscle proliferation, and inhibiting leukocyte
and platelet adhesion.18,19 Dysfunction in some or all of these
vascular factors promotes the development of cardiometabolic
disorders such as atherosclerosis.

ANIMAL STUDIES
The evidence supporting a mechanism of action for cocoa is
somewhat unique. While proof for the biological effects of other
compounds, such as cinnamon, come from in vitro evidence that
is supported (or refuted) by clinical data, with cocoa it is in vivo
tests measuring physiological responses to cocoa flavonoids that
provide most of the evidence for its biological effects. There are
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It is generally accepted that diets
high in polyphenols reduce the risk
of CVD, and cocoa seeds contain
high levels of flavonoids at about 6-8 % of
dry weight per bean.

not many animal studies, however one small experiment provided
a dose–response relationship for cocoa in five rats, finding
epicatechin to be highest in plasma 30-60 minutes after ingestion,
which correlated with a lag time in LDL oxidation.4 Another
study used hypercholesterolemic rabbits that lack LDL receptors
and, being unable to process fats, are predisposed to developing
atherosclerosis.6 Fifteen rabbits were split into cocoa and control
groups. The cocoa groups were fed cocoa liquor extracts and were
observed to have significantly reduced numbers of foam cells in
vessel walls, reduced platelet numbers, and reduced inflammatory
mediators in the blood.6 A second study done in healthy hamsters
also found a reduction in these factors, which are considered
atherosclerotic precursors.22 This data supports the notion that
compounds in cocoa promote vascular integrity, possibly through
vasodilatory and anti–inflammatory properties, reducing the
tendency towards vascular injury and atherosclerosis. A recent
study noted a decrease in blood pressure and a potential decrease
in angiotensin II, a mediator of hypertension, in 20 healthy rats
fed an extract made from polyphenol–rich cocoa seed husks.24
Overall, these studies provide evidence that cocoa may prevent
vascular inflammation, and that NO upregulation may be the
mechanism by which this effect is mediated.

HUMAN CLINICAL TRIALS
In general, subjects for clinical trials were selected based on
specific pre–determined criteria, randomized into control or
cocoa groups, and followed the guided dose regimen for the
duration of the experiment. One of the earliest studies found
a significant decrease in systolic blood pressure in the cocoa
group compared to the control group in 11 patients recently
diagnosed with early–stage hypertension.25 Decreases in blood
pressure with cocoa consumption were also found in patients with
essential hypertension9 and in healthy subjects.26 Early reviews
summarized this literature11,20,22 and two meta–analyses27,28 pooled
the results and concluded that a reduction in blood pressure
and an increase in vasodilation are general effects of cocoa
consumption. An improvement in insulin sensitivity in glucose–
intolerant subjects was observed in two separate studies,3,9 and a
later meta–analysis showed that increased chocolate consumption
was associated with decreased diabetes incidence.17 Two other
studies found no change in blood pressure, insulin sensitivity,14
or levels of coronary artery disease (CAD) biomarkers.11 These
two studies were of high methodological quality based on Jaddad
scores,12 and one of them tested for the placebo effect. On the
other hand, these studies used doses of cocoa extract that were
much higher than average consumption and could have been too
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high to show a physiologically relevant effect. Previous studies
showed cardioprotective effects in women who consumed only
moderate, but not high, amounts of chocolate.12,15 Furthermore,
one of the studies did not measure as many serum biomarkers
and inflammatory mediators as previous in vivo blood pressure
experiments.12
Other human studies have focused on the effects of chocolate
consumption on vasodilation and inflammatory factors in
the blood. Vasodilation has been observed in the majority of
studies,7,8,21,29 and seems to be both transient and dose–dependent
within the range of cocoa doses tested.7 However, it appears to
be insignificant in people with atherosclerosis,8 and therefore
some level of baseline endothelial function may be required to
observe the vasodilatory effects of NO. Other parameters studied
have included wound closure time as an indication of platelet
inhibition; one study reported an increased closure time indicating
a decrease in platelet activity,29 as well as downregulation
of plasma inflammatory markers.30 This evidence is not as
widespread or as consistent as the noted effects on blood pressure
and cardiovascular mortality.20, 21 However, given that one of the
functions of NO is to promote endothelial health, this could be an
additional benefit.19

CONCLUSION

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

Many studies that have examined the effects of cocoa on
cardiovascular health were not fully controlled, incompletely
blinded, or used small sample sizes.18,20-22,31,32 This may be
partially explained by the fact that these studies had very rigorous
inclusion criteria, making it difficult to recruit large numbers of
individuals while simultaneously controlling for other factors.25
Overall, the evidence that supports cocoa as reducing the risk
of cardiometabolic disorders is growing, as epidemiological
studies demonstrate this association which correlates with
outcomes generated in animal studies and clinical trials. The
beneficial effects of cocoa appear to be related to endothelial
NO synthesis. While the optimal dose of cocoa per day is still
undetermined,12 studies have shown that moderate doses per week
lead to a significant reduction of cardiometabolic disorders such
as stroke, diabetes and CVD. Existing data do not allow a clear
recommendation to eat large amounts of chocolate, and further
meta–analyses are needed to include the results from smaller
studies that on their own might not have statistical significance.
Nevertheless, the current literature suggests that flavonoid–
containing cocoa products, including chocolate, are beneficial for
cardiovascular health.
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ABSTRACT
A combination of metabolic and vascular dysfunction in patients with diabetes can often lead to the development of microvascular
complications such as retinopathy and neuropathy. These complications are the cause of significant morbidity and mortality in patients
with diabetes, potentially leading to blindness and lower limb amputation. A key aim in diabetes management is to slow the development
of microvascular disease, as there are limited options for treatment of established disease. Past studies have demonstrated the importance
of strict control of blood glucose levels in preventing or slowing progression of microvascular complications. There is strong evidence
that aggressive treatment of hypertension, dyslipidemia, and lifestyle modifications are also important in preventing complications. This
review aims to help future physicians understand the pathogenesis of diabetic retinopathy and neuropathy, and provides a summary of
the current literature and evidence–based recommendations for screening and management of both conditions.
KEYWORDS: diabetes mellitus, diabetes complications, diabetic retinopathy, diabetic neuropathy

INTRODUCTION

D

iabetes mellitus currently affects greater than 285 million
people, a figure that is expected to increase to 366
million by the year 2030.1 Diabetes is characterized by
a state of chronic hyperglycemia resulting in many downstream
effects including eventual organ dysfunction. Microvascular
complications include diabetic nephropathy, retinopathy, and
neuropathy, all of which can result in serious consequences if left
untreated. The topic of chronic kidney disease and end–stage renal
disease in diabetes has been reviewed in recent publications.2,3
This review will focus on the pathophysiology and management
of diabetic retinopathy and neuropathy.
The effects of microvascular disease in diabetes are most
prominent in the kidneys, retina, and vascular endothelium,
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tissues in which glucose uptake is independent of insulin levels.4
Metabolic changes, including increased production of reactive
oxygen species, formation of advanced glycation end products
(AGEs), activation of protein kinase C isoforms, and hyperactivity
of the hexosamine pathway,5 lead to altered blood flow, endothelial
permeability, and extravascular protein deposition.6 The U.K.
Prospective Diabetes Study Group (UKPDS) and the Diabetes
Control and Complications Trial Research Group (DCCT) have
shown a direct relationship between microvascular disease and
inappropriate glycemic control.7,8 Other factors also contribute to
the risk of developing complications, including the patient’s type
of diabetes, gender, duration of diabetes, and hemoglobin A1c
level.9 The importance of controlling cardiovascular risk factors to
prevent the development of microvascular complications is well–
established.1 For example, reduction of arterial hypertension,
cessation of smoking, reduction of body mass index, and treatment
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of dyslipidemia can all slow progression of diabetic retinopathy
and neuropathy.7,10-12
Current clinical practice guidelines for both neuropathy
and retinopathy recommend starting annual screening of type 1
diabetic patients five years after diagnosis and screening type 2
patients at the time of diagnosis and subsequently every one or
two years.1,13

RETINOPATHY
Diabetic retinopathy is a leading cause of adult blindness
in developed countries.14 At diagnosis, retinopathy is rarely
present in type 1 diabetic patients, but is seen in 20 % of type
2 diabetic patients.14-16 After 15-20 years, nearly all type 1 and
60 % of type 2 diabetic patients will develop retinopathy.14-16
The classification of diabetic retinopathy as defined by the Early
Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) is summarized
in Table 1.17 The formation of asymptomatic microaneurysms
in retinal capillaries is an early ophthalmoscopic finding that is
pathognomonic for nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy.18 As
vascular damage progresses, leakage of serum proteins and fluid
into the retina manifests as retinal thickening and hard exudates.19
Late stage nonproliferative retinopathy is characterized by severe
microvascular dysfunction and diagnosed through the observation
of “venous beading,” indicating retinal ischemia and preceding
the proliferative phase of retinopathy.20 Ischemia stimulates the
expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), leading
to the growth of new vessels and the eventual onset of proliferative
retinopathy.21 These new vessels can result in hemorrhage,
retinal detachment, and macular edema.20 While nonproliferative
retinopathy is often asymptomatic, proliferative retinopathy can
cause disabling vision loss. Proliferative retinopathy is more
likely to develop in early type 1 diabetes whereas macular
edema may be more prominent in patients with type 2 diabetes.20
Loss of central vision due to macular edema, defined by the
presence and location of retinal thickening as evaluated by an
ophthalmologist,22 can occur at any stage.23 The UKPDS and the
Wisconsin Epidemiologic Study of Diabetic Retinopathy found
that 5 % of patients progress to proliferative retinopathy ten years
after diagnosis in the absence of appropriate management.24 For
patients with type 1 diabetes, use of an insulin pump can lower the
incidence of retinopathy by 76 % compared to daily subcutaneous
insulin injections with once–daily monitoring.25

“

Current clinical practice guidelines
for both neuropathy and
retinopathy recommend annual screening
of type 1 diabetic patients beginning five
years after the diagnosis, and screening
type 2 patients at the time of diagnosis and
subsequently every one or two years.

Table 1. Classification of diabetic retinopathy, adapted from the Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study.17 These findings on dilated indirect ophthalmoscopy, coupled with biomicroscopy and seven–standard field stereoscopic fundus photography, can be used to evaluate the extent of retinopathy present.
Disease Severity
Mild nonproliferative retinopathy

Findings on Dilated Ophthalmoscopy
At least one microaneurysm.

Moderate nonproliferative
retinopathy

Hemorrhages and/or microaneurysms,
and/or soft exudates, venous beading, or
intraretinal microvascular abnormalities.

Severe nonproliferative retinopathy

Soft exudates, venous beading, and
intraretinal microvascular abnormalities
all definitely present.

Early proliferative retinopathy

New vessels not meeting the definition
for high–risk proliferative retinopathy.

High–risk proliferative retinopathy

New vessels on or within one disc diameter of the optic disk, or vitreous and/or
preretinal hemorrhage with new vessels.

The extent of retinopathy, as defined in Table 1, helps to guide
management decisions. Diabetic macular edema (DME) can be
managed with corticosteroids, laser treatment, or surgery. While
intravitreal corticosteroid injections or implants can improve
visual acuity in patients with DME,26,27 these treatments carry
a high risk for development of glaucoma, cataracts, and other
adverse effects.27 Focal laser treatment can significantly reduce
vision loss due to macular edema compared to observation alone
28
and is the standard of care therapy for DME.29 Vitrectomy may
reduce macular thickening and improve visual acuity in DME
refractory to laser treatment; however, existing studies are limited
by small sample sizes.30,31
Proliferative diabetic retinopathy can be treated with
laser treatment and anti–VEGF therapy. Panretinal laser
photocoagulation (PRP) reduces the oxygen demands of
photoreceptor cells and improves retinal oxygenation from
the choroidal circulation.32,33 PRP combined with vitrectomy
reduced the risk of vision loss in a study of patients with severe
proliferative retinopathy from 50 % to 4 % at five–year follow–
up.34 However, PRP is associated with pain and an increased
risk of complications compromising visual function, including
macular edema.35-37 VEGF is expressed throughout the retina
and is important in pathological neovascularization.21 Therefore,
medical management of proliferative retinopathy includes targeted
anti–VEGF therapy. Three anti–VEGF agents currently available
are pegaptanib (Macugen®), ranibizumab (Lucentis®), and
bevacizumab (Avastin®).21 These agents may be useful adjuncts to
current therapeutic interventions. Bevacizumab has been shown
to reduce macular edema and result in greater regression of new
vessels when given with PRP treatments.21 Additionally, anti–
VEGF agents may reduce the incidence of postoperative vitreous
cavity hemorrhage when given prior to vitrectomy.38 With the
appropriate injection technique, no increased risk of infection has
been demonstrated.39 However, a recent multicenter randomized
controlled trial (RCT) reported a higher incidence of adverse
events in the bevacizumab treatment group (24.1 %) compared
with ranibizumab (19.0 %).40 Overall, there is a lack of robust
safety data available for the use of intravitreal bevacizumab,41
despite the fact that it comprises the majority of intravitreal anti–
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VEGF injections currently given in the United States.42 Additional
RCTs or meta–analyses would be beneficial to gain further
insight into the role and safety profile of anti–VEGF agents in the
treatment of diabetic retinopathy.

NEUROPATHY
Neuropathic complications occur in 40-50 % of patients with
diabetes within ten years of diagnosis.1,43 The pathogenesis of
diabetic polyneuropathy (DPN) involves both metabolic and
vascular dysfunction resulting in degenerative damage beginning
in the distal terminals of peripheral nerves.43,44 Heightened
expression of the receptor for advanced glycation end products
(RAGE) may have an important role in diabetic neuropathy,
with RAGE–deficient mouse models demonstrating attenuated
neuropathic features and reduced activation of harmful signaling
pathways.45 The pathophysiology remains controversial and
may involve polyol flux, microangiopathy, and growth factor
deficiency.46
Diabetic neuropathy includes a spectrum of disease
manifestations, ranging from cranial nerve palsies to
mononeuropathies and polyneuropathies.47,48 The most
common manifestation of DPN is a symmetrical, sensorimotor
polyneuropathy, affecting the long fibers in a glove–and–
stocking distribution. Longstanding DPN leads to the progressive
destruction of bone and soft tissues at weight–bearing joints known
as Charcot’s arthropathy, which can result in joint dislocations,
pathologic fractures, debilitating deformities, and commonly
leads to foot and lower limb amputations.49 Neuropathic pain can
manifest in conjunction with DPN in up to 25 % of patients,48
making it an important target for therapeutic intervention.
DPN screening includes evaluation of tactile sensitivity
to a 10 g Semmes–Weinstein monofilament and/or vibration
sensitivity using a 128 Hz tuning fork at the dorsum of the great
toe, as well as assessment of pinprick sensation and/or reflexes.50
Nerve conduction tests may be used to objectively quantify any
abnormalities. The 10 g monofilament may not be as sensitive
as alternative methods of screening, in particular for detection of
less severe neuropathy. A recent study found that the modified
neuropathy disability score and biothesiometry demonstrated
a sensitivity of 0.92 for detection of individuals at risk for foot
ulcers, higher than either the 10 g monofilament or tuning fork.51
Upon detection of an abnormality, the severity of DPN can
be graded according to the stages outlined by Dyck 47 or defined
according to the minimal criteria for diagnosis of DPN.52 In these
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At diagnosis, retinopathy is rarely
present in type 1 but may be seen in
20% of type 2 diabetic patients.
After 15-20 years, nearly all type 1 and
60% of type 2 diabetic patients
will develop retinopathy.
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Neuropathic complications occur
in 40-50% of patients with diabetes
within ten years of diagnosis.

guidelines, possible DPN is defined by the presence of neuropathic
sensory symptoms such as “prickling or stabbing, burning or
aching pain and a symmetric decrease in distal sensation.”52
There are a number of validated tools available to quantify the
degree of neuropathic pain in diabetes, including the McGill Pain
Questionnaire and the Neuropathic Pain Symptoms Inventory.53
However, a consistent pain scale for use across clinical trials
remains to be developed.54
The mainstay of current treatment for DPN involves treating
neuropathic pain.1,55-57 Recent reviews have noted that pregabalin
(Lyrica®) alone has level A evidence for efficacy to reduce pain
and improve physical function and quality of life in patients with
painful diabetic neuropathy, whereas venlafaxine (Effexor®),
duloxetine (Cymbalta®), amitriptyline (Elavil®), gabapentin
(Neurontin®), valproate (Depakene®), opioids (morphine sulfate,
tramadol, and oxycodone), and capsaicin have level B evidence.54
In one study, treatment with pregabalin at 75-300 mg twice a day
significantly reduced neuropathic pain compared to placebo after
two days.58 Another study demonstrated that topical preparations
of high concentration capsaicin (8 %) on a patch for 60 minutes
daily decreased pain scores by 32 % over a 12–week period.59 A
major criticism of the existing randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
for the medical treatment of DPN is that the short duration of
most trials (2-20 weeks) is not adequate to demonstrate long–term
therapeutic effects.54 Foot ulceration is an extremely challenging
complication of DPN to manage.60 A recent Cochrane meta–
analysis of six RCTs evaluating diabetic foot ulcer debridement
concluded that hydrogels are significantly more effective in
healing diabetic foot ulcers compared to gauze dressings or
standard pressure–alleviating care, while larval therapies had the
greatest reduction in wound size.60

SUMMARY
The microvascular complications of diabetes are the cause of
significant morbidity and mortality in diabetic patients. This
review summarized the major pathophysiologic changes in
retinopathy and neuropathy and provides physicians with an
introduction to the screening as well as currently established
and new treatments for patients with diabetes. Importantly,
treatment of patients with diabetes requires a multi–faceted
approach, including evaluation of lifestyle and cardiovascular risk
factors such as hypertension, smoking, and dyslipidemia. As the
prevalence of diabetes continues to increase at a dramatic rate,
the appropriate treatment of microvascular complications remains
highly relevant to clinical practice and must continue to evolve
as ongoing developments in basic science research translate into
innovations in patient care.
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ABSTRACT
Testicular cancer, specifically germ cell tumors, are the most common malignancy in young men and are curable in up to 95 % of cases,
but the incidence is on the rise. The key event in the transformation to malignancy is hypothesized to occur in early adulthood, and
the carcinogenic pathway for germ cell tumors is thought to begin in fetal life due to maternal or environmental estrogen exposure.
Intratubular Germ Cell Neoplasia (ITGCN), previously known as Carcinoma in Situ (CIS) of the testis, is a premalignant condition that
can progress to testicular cancer and is associated with testicular germ cell tumors. ITGCN is rarely reported in prepubertal children,
and it would be helpful to know the prognostic implications of this finding. We present a case report of a 4-month-old male with
undifferentiated ITGCN, and a co-morbid mature teratoma, one of only a few cases currently published. This patient had a normal 46,
XY karyotype and all normal laboratory result except for a slightly elevated AFP, which is considered a normal finding for his age. Our
report contributes to the growing body of evidence of ITGCN in the pediatric population and how little is known about this diagnosis.
We will also briefly review management options for these patients and how we will be following this patient.
KEYWORDS: intratubular germ cell neoplasia, testicular carcinoma in situ, pediatric testicular tumors, germ cell tumor, prepubertal
testis

INTRODUCTION

T

esticular cancer, specifically germ cell tumors, are the most
common malignancy in young men and are curable in up
to 95 % of cases, but the incidence is on the rise.1 The
key event in the transformation to malignancy is hypothesized
to occur in early adulthood, and the carcinogenic pathway for
germ cell tumors is thought to begin in fetal life due to maternal
or environmental estrogen exposure.1 Intratubular Germ Cell
Neoplasia (ITGCN) is a pre–neoplastic lesion for testicular
cancer. Testicular cancer has its peak incidence in men ages 2040 years old and is associated with the following risk factors:
cryptorchidism, early puberty, family history of testicular cancer,
and those with genetic syndromes such as Klinefelter’s syndrome
(47, XXY karyotype).2 Germ cell tumors, a subset of testicular
cancers, are four to five times more common in white males than
African-American males and those from Scandinavia or New
Zealand appear to have a higher risk than those in America.3
If an imbalance in normal germ cell division occurs,
then abnormal cells can develop into ITGCN, a pre–malignant
Correspondence
Kristin DeGirolamo, kdegir@gmail.com

lesion. Several genetic abnormalities have been reported to be
associated with ITGCN, with isochromosome 12p reported in all
adult patient cases of ITGCN.2,4 In germ cell tumors diagnosed
in infants and young boys, however, isochromosome 12p has not
been observed.5
Microscopically, ITGCN shows neoplastic cells in
a thickened basement membrane within the seminiferous
tubules.4 The seminiferous tubules do not show evidence of
spermatogenesis in cases of ITGCN.4 The WHO classifies
germ cell tumors of the testis into several categories including
“precursor lesions,” “tumors of one histological type,” “tumors
of more than one histological type,” and “sex cord/gonadal
stromal tumors.”6 Precursor ITGCN lesions are further divided
into “unspecified,” “intratubular embryonal carcinoma,” and
“intratubular seminoma” categories.6

CASE REPORT
We present a case of a 4–month–old male who was presented to
the hospital after his mother noticed swelling of his right testicle.
This patient had no significant past medical or family history. The
testes were reported to be normally descended at birth, with no
palpable masses.
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he University of British Columbia Medical Journal (UBCMJ) is a student-run academic journal with a goal to engage students in
dialogue in medicine. Our scope ranges from original research and review articles in medicine to medical trends, clinical reports,
elective reports, and commentaries on the principles and practice of medicine. We strive to maintain a high level of integrity
and accuracy in our work, to encourage collaborative production and cross-disciplinary communication, and to stimulate critical and
independent thinking.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Tables, Figures, and Graphics

Articles are submitted online (http://ojs.library.ubc.ca/index.
php/ubcmj) via our online submissions system, OJS. Please refer
to the complete online version of the UBCMJ Guide to Authors
which can be found at www.ubcmj.com.

AUTHOR ELIGIBILITY

Authors must acknowledge and declare any sources of funding or
potential conflicting interest, such as receiving funds or fees by,
or holding stocks and benefiting financially from, an organization
that may profit or lose through publication of the submitted paper.

FORMATTING CRITERIA

Formatting should conform strictly with the ICMJE Uniform
Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals
(http://www.download.thelancet.com/flatcontentassets/authors/
icmje.pdf), also known as the Vancouver Style. Manuscripts
should be written in clear, grammatical English, with 12-point
font and double-spaced formatting. Manuscript pages must be
numbered consecutively with the title page constituting page 1 and
include continuous line numbers. All identifying information from
the manuscript must be removed.
All articles should be submitted by the primary author and
should contain the following:

Cover Letter

All submissions should be accompanied with a cover letter
including complete correspondence information for the primary
author. Please see www.ubcmj.com for full details.

Manuscript

No author identifying information should appear in any place
within the manuscript. Identifying information may compromise
the peer review process. Author information appearing anywhere
in the manuscript may cause the manuscript to be returned for
further editing.

Abstract

The abstract should provide a comprehensive, accessible
summary of the material presented in the article and should avoid
abbreviations. All submissions require abstracts with the exception
of News, Letters to the Editor, and Research Letters.  

Word Limits

Please refer to the UBCMJ Guide to Authors found www.ubcmj.
com for specific word limits for each section.
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Authors are responsible for obtaining permission to use any tables,
illustrations, or figures adapted from other sources. Tables may
be included at the end of the manuscript or as separate files. All
tables and figures must be accompanied by a number as referenced
in the text, title and caption, and should explain all abbreviations
used. Please refer to www.ubcmj.com for detailed instructions.

References

Authors are responsible for the accuracy of references cited within
the manuscript. References should follow the order in which they
appear in the text. References must adhere to the Vancouver style.
More details can be found at www.ubcmj.com.

SPECIFIC SUBMISSION CRITERIA
Academic Research

Research articles report student-driven research projects and
succinctly describe findings in a manner appropriate for a general
medical audience. The articles should place findings in the context
of current literature in their respective disciplines. Please contact
academic@ubcmj.com for more information.
Full Length Articles should be divided into the subheadings
Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion,
Acknowledgements (if any), References, Disclaimers (if any).
Each full length article must include a structured abstract and
keywords.
Research Letters summarize research of a shorter length and
depth. These do not require extensive elaborations regarding
methods or results. No abstract is required for research letters.
Disclosure Agreements
If you acknowledge anyone for a contribution that goes beyond
administrative assistance, you must obtain written permission
from that person to publish his or her name. Please refer to www.
ubcmj.com for more information.

Reviews

Reviews provide an overview of a body of scientific work or a
medical trend. Reviews may outline a current medical issue
or give insight into the principles of practice of a clinical field.
Authors may choose to review the etiology, diagnosis, treatment,
or epidemiology of a specific disease. Articles may also provide
a survey of literature dealing with philosophy or social sciences.
Please contact reviews@ubcmj.com for more information.
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Global Health

Case and Elective Reports

1.

Patient consent
Submissions must include consent from the patient in order to be
considered for publication. A copy of the written consent obtained
from the patient must accompany the submission.

This section deals with specific experiences or issues in global
health; these generally fit into the WHO definition of global health
as “the health of populations in a global context that transcends the
perspectives and concerns of individual nations.” Articles should
reflect on current or historical issues of international relevance.
Articles should correspond to one of the following formats:

2.
3.

Editorials are well-researched submissions that outline a
current or historical global health issue or expose and explore
aspects of global health.
Reflections are subjective, anecdotal pieces of personal insight
upon a global health related issue.
Dispatches are brief articles that offer a perspective on a
specific global health experience.

Please contact global.health@ubcmj.com for more information.

News and Letters

Abstracts are not required for News and Letters submissions.
There are two main types of submissions:
1.
2.

UBCMJ looks for breaking news within the medical
community.
Letters to the Editor are meant for readers to express their
opinion in response to any articles published in past issues of
the UBCMJ.

Case Reports describe notable clinical encounters with patients in
a public health setting. The case should provide a relevant teaching
point for medical students.

SOAP note
In addition to the standard submission criteria, case reports are
strongly encouraged to include a brief inset summarizing the
findings in the form of a standard medical history SOAP note
(Subjective, Objective, Assessment, Plan).
Elective Reports aim to increase student exposure to a variety of
medical specialties and training opportunities both locally and
internationally. Reports give a specific description of the scope of a
practice in a medical specialty and/or training program and recall a
student’s impressions and reflections during and upon completion
of the elective. They should highlight the student’s clinical
experiences and the unique features offered by the program.
Examples of Elective Reports can be found at the Lancet Student
(http://www.thelancetstudent.com/category/electives/).
Please contact reports@ubcmj.com for more information.

For submitting a news lead or for writing assignments, please
contact news@ubcmj.com for more information.

Commentaries

The aim of this section is to provide a platform for intellectual
dialogue on topics relevant to the study and practice of medicine.
Articles submitted to this section should correspond to one of the
following descriptions. An abstract is required.
1.
2.
3.

Subjective pieces relevant to medical studies, life as a future
physician, or the current social context of medicine.
An article that highlights the significance of an interesting
research study or area from a clinical perspective.
Book Reports are brief reports that feature a non-fiction or
fiction work and explain its significance and context in the
practice and study of medicine.

Please contact commentaries@ubcmj.com for more information.
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CASE AND ELECTIVE REPORTS

Figure 1. Transverse ultrasound of testicles showing a large fluid filled cyst with a
rim of normal testicular tissue and one normal testicle.

Figure 3. Color doppler of affected testis showing no blood flow into the cyst
making the lesion less likely to be a malignancy as a malignancy would need a
blood supply.
SOAP Note
Subjective
• 4 month old male presents to hospital after mother noted swelling of right
testicle
• No significant past medical history
• No significant family history
• Normally descended testes at birth
Objective
• Enlarged right testis, normal left testis
• U/S reveled large cyst in lower pole of right testis that measured 2.1cm X
2.2cm X 2.8 cm
• Right testis measured 2.6cm long
• Mural nodule within the cyst
• Epididymis appeared normal on both sides
• CBC, biochemistry unremarkable
• AFP 33ug/L
• Beta HCG <1.2 U/L (N <5 U/L)
• Pathology results from mass showed a mature teratoma with adjacent seminiferous tubules containing intratubular germ cell neoplasia
Assessment
• History, pathology and labs confirm intratubular germ cell neoplasia
Plan
• Partial resection if possible, total orchiectomy if not enough testicular tissue
• Total orchiectomy was performed
• Continue to follow with imaging, laboratory values (AFP and beta HCG) and
clinical exams to ensure a germ cell tumor does not develop

30

Figure 2. Transverse ultrasound of affected testis showing the large fluid filled
cyst, the rim of normal testicular tissue and tissue within the cyst, perhaps an old
hemorrhage.

After an unremarkable physical exam except for the enlarged right
testis, he underwent an ultrasound. The ultrasound revealed an
unremarkable left testis and epididymis, with the testis measuring
1.5 cm in length with a normal color Doppler. His right testis
showed a large cyst within its lower pole, and the impression of
a mural nodule within the cyst. The epididymis appeared normal.
The testicular tissue around the cyst had normal Doppler color
flow and there was no evidence of a hydrocele. The cyst measured
2.1 cm x 2.2 cm x 2.8 cm and the testis measured 2.6 cm long.
The initial impression after the ultrasound was that of a cyst of the
right testis with the possibility of a soft tissue mass.
Blood work was carried out, including a CBC and serum
biochemistry, and was unremarkable. The serum Alpha Fetoprotein
was 33 ug/L, which was above the standard reference range but
consistent with the knowledge that infants have higher levels of
AFP until 8 months of age, after which they begins to approach
adult levels.5 A beta HCG was also done and it was normal at less
than 1.2 IU/L (N<5 IU/L). Common testicular tumors in this age
group are the yolk sac tumors which lead to elevated levels of AFP
in 50 70% of testicular germ cell tumors.4 Beta HCG is elevated in
tumors which contain syncytiotrophoblastic cells and is elevated
in 50% of germ cell tumors.4 Therefore, normal values of these
proteins do not rule out disease but rather make it less likely and
need to be combined with pathology to reach a diagnosis, as was
done in this case.
Surgery was performed five days later with the operative
plan to do a partial orchiectomy or a radical orchiectomy if a
partial resection was not possible. At surgery it became obvious
that there was no normal testicular tissue on the right side, and
a right radical orchiectomy was performed. The final pathology
report revealed a mature teratoma, with adjacent seminiferous
tubules containing ITGCN. The cells also stained CD117
positive, indicating the presence of a cytokine receptor that is
abnormally expressed by germ cells in ITGCN.6 PLAP staining
was not done as it has been replaced with CD117 testing in our
pathology department and PLAP may not be a reliable marker for
ITGCN in prepubertal testis.7
This patient was then referred to our pediatric oncology
service. Further staging work–up, including a CT of the chest,
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Figure 4. (A) Cyst with cuboidal cell lining and normal testicular tissue in the centre. 10X H&E. (B) Teratoma showing maturing cartilage, connective tissue and blood. All
3 embryonal layers were not in this section. 10X H&E. (C) Intratubular germ cell neoplasia as indicated by the classic large clear cytoplasm filled with glycogen, “pearls
on a string.” 20X H&E. (D) Intratubular germ cell neoplasia with multiple cells that are binucleated and large glycogen filled cytoplasms with atypical nuclei. 40X H&E.
(E) Positive Cytokine CD117 stain. CD 117 is a cytokine receptor expressed by germ cells and stem cells during fetal life, and is positive in ITGCN as these are abnormal,
potentially protooncogenic cells. 40X CD117 stain.

abdomen and pelvis, was done and showed no evidence of
metastatic disease. Karyotyping was also requested and showed
a normal 46 XY karyotype, without evidence of isochromosome
12p. Regular follow–up appointments were arranged for
this patient in the Oncology Clinic every six months with an
abdominal ultrasound, BHCG and AFP levels being monitored.
After two to three years the follow up will change to yearly. There
are currently no recommendations in the literature to guide follow
up so our approach is extrapolated from follow up guidelines for
pediatric patients with germ cell tumors.8

DISCUSSION
ITGCN is well recognized in the adult population as a precursor
to testicular germ cell tumors for the following three reasons:
1. ITGCN is found in the same population as those at risk for
testicular germ cell neoplasia;
2. When found in adult testicular biopsies approximately 50 %
will develop an invasive form of testicular germ cell tumor
within five years;
3. ITGCN is found in seminiferous tubules adjacent to testicular
germ cell tumors in approximately 82.4 % of adult cases.6,9
After an extensive literature search, only a few cases of ITGCN
in an infantile testis have been reported.7,10 A review of 25 ITGCN
cases by Guinand and Hedinger did not reveal any cases in
pediatric patients.11 Hu et al described another case of ITGCN
however this was next to a yolk sac tumor not a mature teratoma
as was in our patient.12 Other infantile cases of ITGCN are
commonly associated with cryptorchidism, however this result is
not always the case as demonstrated by Parkinson et al.13

In the adult population, a benign teratoma associated with the
presence of ITGCN carries a recognized risk of progression to
malignancy.5 However, due to the paucity of reported cases in
children, risk of progression to a malignancy in the pediatric
patient is not known. Monitoring of these patients, as is
performed for adult patients with this diagnosis, must therefore
be recommended until further information is known about the
natural history of this condition in children.
For our patient, a radical orchiectomy was undertaken as
testis sparing surgery was not felt to be possible. As the testicle
was completely removed, with negative margins, it was felt that
no further ipsilateral surgical management was required.
The question of whether or not to biopsy the contralateral
testicle remains. Review of the literature does not provide any
justification for biopsy as germ cell tumors in infants and children
are very rare, so the chance of another ITGCN is extremely
unlikely.14 Also, if the biopsy showed ITGCN, it cannot be known
if a subsequent orchiectomy would be the correct course of action
given the uncertain malignant risk for ITGCN in this patient
population and the significant morbidity of such an operation in
terms of sterility and lifelong hormone replacement. Given these
considerations we have elected to follow the patient closely at six
month intervals with abdominal ultrasound and blood work for
the first 2-3 years and then yearly for any evidence of recurrent or
contralateral disease.
Should a prepubertal patient with normally descended testes
present with a diagnosis of ITGCN made by incisional biopsy
only, the literature does not provide any guidance for further
surgical or oncologic management.
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CONCLUSION

4.

Intratubular germ cell neoplasia is a rare finding in children, and
carries an unknown risk for future malignant change. Currently
there is no evidence to guide treatment and follow–up of patients
presenting with this unusual pathologic finding. Extrapolating
adult experience may not be useful, as children tend to have
different genetic findings. For our patient, we chose to augment
follow up guidelines for pediatric patients with germ cell tumors.
More data on the incidence of ITGCN in children is needed to
assess the my, risk factors, and potential benefits.

5.
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ABSTRACT
More and more patients are seeking alternative medical therapies, and in order to provide the best possible care for our patients, it is our
responsibility to learn about the variety of options out there that patients may choose to seek out in order to improve their health. In the
following article I aim to recount my experiences during my third year elective in homeopathy. Homeopathy dates back about 200 years,
when Dr. Hahnemann proposed the “Law of Similars”—the basic tenet of homeopathy. All homeopathic remedies are based on this law
and are produced via the process of potentization—repeated dilutions and succussions of a substance, usually until there is no active
ingredient remaining. The remedies are selected by matching their known symptoms with the characteristic symptoms of the patient.
Homeopaths consider not only the current symptoms but also constitutional symptoms such as the patient’s personality, temperament,
and his or her social, occupational, and family history. Homeopaths spend a considerable amount of time with new patients in order
to get a complete history, and these long consultative sessions are a definite benefit of homeopathy. After spending some time in this
elective, I believe that homeopathy could be a welcome adjunct to allopathy in order to provide patients with the most comprehensive
care possible.
KEYWORDS: alternative medicine, homeopathic medicine, homeopathy

D

uring my rural family practice rotations this summer, I
found that many patients asked whether my preceptor
or I recommended homeopathy for their various chronic
conditions. Neither of us was able to give a helpful answer
because alternative medicine is not very well covered in the
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allopathic medical curriculum. This experience prompted me to
spend my third year elective working with a homeopath in order
to learn about the theory behind homeopathy and the treatments
used within this field. More and more patients are starting to seek
alternative medical therapies, so I thought it would be valuable
to share what I learned during this elective with future allopathic
practitioners. This information may help them understand if and
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“

I found that many patients asked whether my
preceptor or I recommended homeopathy...
Neither of us was able to give a helpful
answer since alternative medicine isn’t very
well covered within allopathic
medical schools.
how their patients can benefit from homeopathy and if they would
feel comfortable recommending or supporting homeopathic
treatment for their patients.
Homeopathy is a science that has been in place for over
200 years. In many countries, it is considered equal to allopathic
medicine in its efficacy.1 It can be traced back to German physician
Samuel Hahnemann, an allopathic doctor.1,2 In 1796, malaria was
treated with a medication containing trace amounts of cinchona
bark as the active ingredient.1,2 In order to understand what gave
this bark its curative power, Dr. Hahnemann decided to test this
substance on himself while in a healthy state.1,2 He developed
chills, a fever, and sweats–symptoms that he thought were
similar to the rigors and cyclic fever observed in malaria.1,2 This
realization led him to propose the basic principle of homeopathy,
named Law of Similars, which is “let likes be cured by likes.”1,2
The Law of Similars states that any substance that is capable
of producing symptoms in a healthy individual can, in diluted
form, remove similar symptoms expressed in a sick individual.1,2
The substance that caused the symptoms undergoes a series of
dilutions in water and vigorous shaking (succussions) until there
are no physical molecules of the original substance left in the
water.3 This process of serial dilutions is termed potentization.3
Although the substance is no longer physically present in the
water, homeopaths conclude that the healing potential of the
substance is contained in it.2,3 There are no adverse side effects
when the water is consumed, however, because the substance is
not physically present.
During my rotation, I witnessed how this principle is used
to guide the selection of a remedy during a particular patient
interaction. A 50–year–old woman presented with a ten–year
history of chronic cough. She had tried many different inhalers
and cough medications but none were effective and the cough
was affecting her ability to sleep and work. Her medical history
revealed that she developed the cough while working in a paint–
mixing factory, and although she no longer worked there, her cough
persisted. The homeopathic doctor I was working with determined
that the causation of her symptoms was exposure to lead–based
paint, which in combination with her characteristic symptoms
confirmed the remedy selection of Plumbum metallicum (lead
in dilution). Within one day of taking the remedy, her cough
dramatically subsided and she could sleep peacefully at night.
Homeopathic remedies are not intended to just provide
symptomatic relief, but instead to completely remove the root
of the patient’s disease state.1 Homeopathy looks at a patient as
a whole–if someone’s knee is aching a homeopath will say that

there is something wrong within the person, not just within the
knee joint, and that the knee pain is the way that the disease state
is currently showing itself.1 In the future, this same disease state
may present with completely different symptoms in this person.
As such, it does not matter how many different symptoms a
patient has because homeopathy concludes that they are all
due to a single disease process, and thus there must be just one
homeopathic remedy for the patient that will remove all of his or
her symptoms at that time (as opposed to different remedies for
each different symptom).1 In addition, the remedy that one patient
receives may be different from one given to another patient with
the same condition because the remedy given depends not just on
the presenting ailment, but also on the patient’s “characteristic
symptoms”, which include cause of the ailment, the patient’s
personality, current and normal temperament, and family and
social history.1
Because homeopathic remedies are so dependent on the
characteristics of the patient, a very thorough history must be
taken. Homeopaths will take upwards of two hours with new
patients in order to really understand the root of the problem.
Patients benefit from these long sessions because they are able to
lay out their problems without feeling rushed, they have someone
who will help them figure out what the root of their problem
could be, and they have a sympathetic ear listening to their fears
about what their ailment could mean for them and their family.
Studies done comparing the effectiveness of homeopathy versus
allopathic medicine have conflicting results, with some studies
claiming that the results produced by homeopathic treatments
are due to placebo effects and others finding that homeopathy
appeared to have similar or better overall outcomes compared to
allopathic medicine.4-8
Taking into account the conflicting evidence for homeopathy
as a valid treatment option for patients, I can understand why many
allopathic practitioners are hesitant to support patients choosing
to see a homeopath. However, after completing a rotation in
this area, I believe that homeopathy, if used as an adjunct to
allopathic medicine, could be very beneficial to patients. Many
patients feel much better after getting the chance to express their
concerns to a sympathetic ear, and homeopaths are very skilled at
getting to the emotional root of a problem, as well as in selecting
a homeopathic remedy that matches the patient’s characteristic
symptoms. According to Dr. Saini, a homeopathic doctor,
homeopathic and allopathic doctors in many countries work in
conjunction to provide the most comprehensive care possible to
their patients, and I can imagine such a system here in Canada
would be beneficial to our patients as well.
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ABSTRACT
Isolated pulmonary amyloid is a rare form of amyloidosis. The hallmark of amyloid consists of abnormal insoluble proteins that deposit
in various locations throughout the body. Within the lungs, amyloid proteins may be deposited in the hilum, trachea, or parenchyma of the
lung, either distributed diffusely or in an isolated nodule. These uncommon diagnoses can be easly mistaken for less rare presentations.
In the case of isolated pulmonary nodular amyloid, diagnosis of bronchogenic carcinoma, metastatic disease, and focal fungal infections
such as tuberculomas and histoplasmomas are considered first. Amyloid is diagnosed only with a tissue sample reviewed by a pathologist
using a Congo Red stain demonstrating apple-green birefringence under polarized light. Such tissue samples are made difficult to obtain
due to the hard and nodular consistency of the amyloid protein layered in beta-pleated sheets. Confusion of this relatively commonly
benign process with more sinister diagnosis of primary or secondary neoplasm can lead to great emotional turmoil for the patient
and family. A late diagnosis will also prevent inefficient use of medical resources, money, and time. Increased awareness of the rare
presentations of pulmonary amyloid may aid in preventing a lengthy and tumultuous arrival at a proper diagnosis.
KEYWORDS: focal nodular hyperplasia, ruptured tumor, liver resection and radiofrequency ablation

INTRODUCTION

A

myloidosis is a heterogeneous group of diseases in that
abnormally folded, insoluble proteins are deposited in
extracellular spaces. In each type of amyloidosis, distinct
soluble fibril precursor proteins are mis-folded into an abnormal
protein conformation of anti-parallel β-pleated sheets. This folding
results in the insoluble and stable properties exhibited by amyloid
protein deposits. Distribution of these deposits may be diffuse or
localized throughout the body, depending on the pathophysiology
of the underlying amyloid type. Due to the mass effect of amyloid
deposition, the structure and function of the effected organs may
be compromised, creating the sequelae of clinical features.1
Secondary amyloidosis (AA amyloidosis) presents secondary
to a multitude of chronic inflammatory conditions1, including
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rheumatoid arthritis, spondyloarthropathy, and inflammatory
bowel disease, as well as chronic infections such as tuberculosis,
osteomyelitis, bronchiectasis and leprosy.2 The chronic
inflammation leads to an increased production of an acute phase
reactant serum amyloid A (AA), a protein that can be measured,
reflecting the burden of disease.2 Other types of amyloid include
hereditary and senile forms that are much rarer.
The most common type, primary amyloidosis (AL
amyloidosis) is a monoclonal plasma cell dyscrasia leading to

“

In an event when clinical findings,
radiographic appearances and pathological
conclusions are incongruent with these
common diagnoses, amyloid of the lung
should be considered.
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the production of immunoglobulin light chains, that conform into
the abnormal protein fibril deposits of amyloid.3 Common organs
involved include the kidney, heart, GI tract, nervous system, and
soft tissue. This systemic form of the disease is known to be
associated with other β-cell dyscrasias such as multiple myeloma
and macroglobulinemia.4 It has been shown that 88% of patients
with systemic AL amyloid have pulmonary involvement.5 Thus
systemic forms of the disease affect the lung, often distributed
diffusely throughout the parenchyma.
There are two main anatomical presentations of localized
pulmonary amyloid; large airway deposits and parenchymal types,
that are further divided into nodular or diffuse subtypes. Amyloid
isolated to the parenchyma is given the diagnosis of isolated
pulmonary amyloid once investigations have ruled out systemic
forms.4 This distinction is necessary considering the prognosis of
systemic forms is much worse; only 10 % are expected to be living
at 5 years. Isolated forms may not create symptoms at all.1,6,7

chest wall, and mass resection. Recognizing the gravity of these
interventions, the surgeon referred the patient to the cancer clinic
for palliative care and radical radiotherapy.
The cancer clinic organized further investigations including
a CT of the head, chest, and abdomen, and a bone scan for
surveillance of the disease. Pertinent findings included some new
calcific nodules within the mass and no further spread of this
presumed non-small cell lung cancer.
A referral to interventional radiology was also made
approximately five months after the initial chest radiograph.
An 18-gauge ultrasound guided lung core biopsy retrieved a

CASE REPORT
A male 78-year-old retired welder, who is a non-insulin dependent
diabetic and ex-smoker for approximately 25 years, developed
flu-like symptoms, intermittent dull chest pain and cough with
no hemoptysis. After the failure of three different antibiotic
treatments over a three-month period the patient was sent for a
chest x-ray (Figure 1) showing a 5.3 cm mass in the right upper
lobe. The patient was informed the mass was likely of a cancerous
etiology.
Three weeks later a CT of the chest (Figure 2) and abdomen
were attained for staging of the assumed bronchogenic carcinoma.
A speculated mass measuring 5.3 cm by 4.6 cm was found in the
anterior segment of the right upper lobe. This mass abutted the
superior vena cava, but no signs of compression or invasion were
noted. There was no sign of destruction of the adjacent bone or
distant isolated bony metastasis. Mediastinal lymph nodes were
numerous, but the sizes were within normal limits. No metastases
to other organs were identified.
A CT guided fine needle aspiration of the nodule (Figure 3)
was taken with a 22-gauge needle and sent to pathology for analysis.
The specimen showed erythrocytes and mixed inflammatory
cells but no evidence of malignancy. The pathologist stated the
specimen was adequate for evaluation, but not representative of
the anatomical site. A larger tissue sample would be needed for a
definitive diagnosis.
Unsatisfied, the patient sought private medical advice. A
new chest radiograph and CT showed the mass had not changed
in size or morphology since the original discovery two months
prior. There were no other notable findings at this time.
The patient’s only symptoms to persist were occasional chest
pain and non-productive cough. The patient had not experienced
hemoptysis, fevers or chills up to this point. Pulmonary function
testing was normal, with FEV1/FCV of 87 % and diffusion
capacity at 116 % of predicted. Although reluctant, the patient
allowed pulmonary medicine to make a referral to thoracic
surgery. The surgical team discussed the possibility of proceeding
with bronchoscopy, mediastinoscopy, and investigations for
extrathoracic staging before proceeding with a right thoracotomy,

Figure 1. PA chest radiograph demonstrates a large well defined lobular mass
projected in the right paratracheal area with a transverse diameter of 5.3cm. The
hilar contours are within the normal limits. The heart size is upper limits of normal.
Vascular ecstasy is visible in the mediastinum.

Figure 2. Axial CT chest in soft tissue and lung windows equally show the
speculated mass located in the anterior right upper lobe, abutting the mediastinum.
A fascia plane can be identified between the mass and the adjacent SVC. No SVC
compression noted.

Figure 3. Ultrasound guided biopsy retrieved a tissue sample which was sent for
pathological staining and definitive diagnosis
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A

B
Figure 5. Bone scan does not show typical uptake of a suspected neoplasm in the
upper right lobe. Amyloid tissue will not show increased uptake of fludeoxyglucose
unlike malignancy.

Figure 4. (A) H&E stain of tissue biopsy from right lung mass. No malignant
cells were visualized by the pathologist. The sample was sent for further staining
including Congo Red. (B) Congo Red stained tissue shows flecks of apple green
colored amyloid when visualized through with polarized lens.

sufficient tissue sample allowing the pathology department
to establish the final diagnosis of isolated pulmonary nodular
amyloid or amyloidoma of the lung (Figure 4). There was no
evidence of malignancy and further evaluation with a bone scan
showed no evidence of increased metabolic activity suggestive
of metastatic disease or bronchogenic carcinoma (Figure 5).
A radiolabeled serum amyloid P (SAP) scinctographic scan for
amyloid surveillance was not carried out by nuclear medicine
due poor availability and high cost. A screening echocardiogram
for cardiac amyloid was not done. Serum and urine protein
electrophoresis did not show any abnormality or associated
protein B-cell dyscriasis.

DISCUSSION
Lesser first described amyloidosis of the respiratory tract in
1877, twenty-three years after Rudolf Virchow first described
the systemic disorder in 1853.8 Pulmonary amyloidosis only
represents a small group of isolated diseases under the umbrella
term Amyloidosis.
The locations of the isolated forms of pulmonary
amyloidosis are divided into three main anatomical areas; large
airway amyloidosis of the larynx and bronchus, parenchymal
pulmonary amyloidosis, and mediastinal amyloid.6,9 Variations
in the spectrum of the aforementioned amyloid types do exist,

36

including plaques, nodular, cavitated, and calcific forms. The
variety of morphological classes creates a difficult entity to
diagnose, especially when superimposed infections or unrelated
pulmonary pathologies are present.
The rarity of such a diagnosis is exemplified by a study
at the Mayo Clinic.1 Over a thirteen-year period, only 7 cases
of isolated amyloidomas where found in the lung.1 Patients
most commonly presented in the 6th decade. Variation in the
presentations included sizes ranging from 0.55cm with an average
of 3cm.1 Thirty to fifty percent of cases showed calcifications.
Also, cavitations and spiculations have been noted in other cases.8
Solitary pulmonary nodular amyloidosis is an uncommon
diagnosis. More common conditions that present similarly should
be excluded first, such as neoplastic, infectious, or inflammatory
conditions. In an event when clinical findings, radiographic
appearances, and pathological conclusions are incongruent
with these common diagnoses, amyloid of the lung should be
considered.
Amyloid proteins are deposited in a protein conformation
of anti-parallel β-pleated sheets and have unique properties.
When stained with Congo Red, a pathognomonic pattern of applegreen birefringence may be visualized under polarized light.1,10
Immunohistochemical staining can further determine the protein
type allowing for targeted treatments.10
The final diagnosis of amyloidoma of the lung was
undoubtedly a surprise to the many clinicians involved in the case
discussed. To further classify the diagnosis of an amyloidoma,
systemic amyloidosis must be ruled out, since management differs
between each subtype.
A regimented diagnostic workup suggested by Shah et
al. includes first immunohistochemical staining to determine
the protein type.9 This often involves ruling out secondary AA
amyloidosis with a negative test and assigning the presumptive
diagnosis of the much more common systemic AL type. In
lung tissue, protein typing of this nature is ideal but not always
achieved due to its lack of practicality.6,9 A diagnosis of
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secondary (AA) amyloid is associated with chronic inflammatory
diseases, that should be treated first. Also ruling out commonly
associated plasma cell dyscrasia, such as multiple myeloma and
macroglobulinemia, is accomplished with bone marrow aspirate
as well as urine and serum electrophoresis analysis.9
Alongside the abnormal amyloid fibrils, normal plasma
glycoprotein and serum amyloid P (SAP) are also laid down.4,9
The uptake of this protein is not dependent on the deposition rate
of new amyloid. By radiolabeling SAP, amyloid deposits can be
detected by scintigraphic imaging2, thus providing a complete
body evaluation of amyloid deposits. Solid organs such as liver
and spleen allow for more sensitive localization than with organs
such as the lungs. Thus scintigraphic imaging is a sensitive
method for the evaluation of extra-pulmonary amyloid that may
be associated with established amyloid of the lung.2,8

CONCLUSION

early, allowing the correct diagnosis to be established and
communicated to the patient. In order to ensure quality care, an
attitude of vigilance and dedication will aid us in maintaining
quality care as we investigate each clinical question to its complete
end.
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Subjective
• 78 year-old retired welder
• Past medical history of non-insulin dependent diabetes, carpel tunnel syndrome and sciatic nerve pain
• Quit smoking >25 years prior, pack years unknown
• Currently presents with fever, intermittent chest pains and cough with no
hematemesis
• Estimates his weight loss at 3-4 pounds
Objective
• Incidental finding of a 5.3cm mass in right upper lobe on PA chest radiograph
• No lymphadenopathy on head and neck exam, no peripheral edema, no clubbing
• 146/78 mmHg, 95% on room air, 65 regular beats/min
• CT guided fine needle aspirate found no signs of malignancy
• Treatment and palliative care for suspected non-small cell lung cancer
discussed at length with pulmonary medicine, thoracic surgery and radiation
oncology
• Ultrasound guided 18 gauge core biopsy retrieved sufficient tissue for pathological assessment
Assessment
• Final diagnosis made by pathologist >5 months after mass was initially found
on plain radiographs
• Biopsy showed pulmonary amyloidoma with the use of special Congo Red
staining
Plan
• Further investigations, bone scan and protein electrophoresis, were negative
ruling out systemic disease
• Isolated pulmonary amyloidoma was confirmed
• Pulmonary function tests were normal
• Patient had become asymptomatic
• Apology for patient’s emotional turmoil, delay in diagnosis and money lost
attaining unnecessary investigations all leading to the uncommon diagnosis of
isolated pulmonary nodular amyloidosis.
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ABSTRACT
The China Study, by T. Colin Campbell and Thomas M. Campbell II, presents decades of nutrition research, including a recent large–scale
epidemiological study of over 3000 Chinese adults, and uses it to link Western chronic diseases to diets high in animal products. While
the authors provide good evidence for the health benefits of a whole–foods, plant–based diet, they fail to address opposing arguments
and potentially confounding variables in their analyses. Despite these flaws, The China Study plays a valuable role in highlighting the
chronically overlooked role of nutrition in medicine.
KEYWORDS: china, study, book, review, nutrition

D

ean Ornish, a respected American physician and founder
of the Preventative Medicine Research Institute, calls
The China Study “one of the most important books about
nutrition ever written—reading it may save your life.”1 Given
Ornish’s endorsement, it is not surprising that The China Study
contains many important findings, yet the book is not without
flaws. Nevertheless, I consider it an important read for all medical
professionals as it explores how our health is directly affected by
what we put on our plates.
The book takes its name from a massive health and
lifestyle study of over 6500 Chinese adults. Dr. Campbell and his
colleagues collected data on over 350 variables in 65 counties in
China, and subsequently found links between diet and hundreds
of health indicators. Although this study—called the “Grand
Prix of epidemiology” by the New York Times1 —is impressive
in its sheer magnitude, it does much more than simply present
its findings. In addition, Dr. Campbell and his son draw on
decades of nutrition research, from animal studies and laboratory
experiments to epidemiology and clinical trials, to present a
well–written, highly readable account of the evidence linking
the Standard American Diet to the most devastating diseases
in the developed world. According to Campbell, heart disease,
cancer, diabetes, autoimmune disorders, and osteoporosis can all
be linked to diets high in animal products and processed foods.
The authors go a step beyond condemning the typical targets of
fast food and pre–packaged snacks and contend that many things
considered healthy in the Western diet, such as lean proteins and
dairy products, may actually do more harm than good.
The overarching message in The China Study is the
promotion of a whole–foods, plant–based diet as a means of
preventing and even reversing disease. Campbell contends that
animal products, as a group, are disease–causing—they are
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“

Though this study – called the
“Grand Prix of epidemiology” by the
New York Times – is impressive in its sheer
magnitude, it does much more than simply
present its findings.

high in saturated fats, cholesterol, and protein and low in fiber,
vitamins, minerals, and other antioxidants. This combination of
characteristics results in inflammation, cancer promotion, weight
gain, digestive problems, and autoimmune reactions. Campbell
devotes a chapter each to some of the most feared diseases in
Western society—cancer, heart disease, diabetes, autoimmune
diseases, kidney disease, brain disease, and eye diseases—and
links each of them to consumption of animal products. For
example, Campbell describes his own animal studies in which
diets high in casein (a protein found in dairy products) were very
strongly linked to cancer development.
While Campbell presents substantial evidence in favor of
plant–based diets, there are several statistical and methodological
holes in his arguments. Firstly, Campbell presents an almost
exclusively unilateral analysis of the data in The China Study.
Thus, many potentially confounding variables, such as other
dietary patterns (alcohol, sugar, and wheat intake), activity
levels, and geographical location, are overlooked. Secondly, in
the extensive discussion of his research on the cancer–promoting
effects of casein, Campbell fails to mention if the negative effects
of casein observed in rat studies have also been shown in human
studies. Finally, Campbell fails to address research that runs
counter to his data, for example, arguments that dairy–derived
whey protein has protective effects against cancer and other
diseases. The China Study makes startling claims that run counter
to a great deal of conventional wisdom and offers evidence to
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support these claims. However, by failing to address the opposing,
conventional arguments, Campbell leaves the scrupulous reader
unconvinced of the veracity of his assertions. In many of these
areas, further research is certainly needed for Campbell’s claims
to be accepted as facts.
Despite the book’s shortcomings, one of the most valuable
sections is the final chapter wherein Campbell discusses the
politics of nutrition, notably the unhealthy ties between the food
production industry and government and the immense power of
the dairy and agricultural industries. These revelations may come
as a surprise to many readers, and serve as a useful reminder to be
aware of the source of our nutrition–related information. In these
final chapters, Campbell also explores the resistance of many
physicians to the idea that the single most important treatment
for many Western chronic diseases may be as simple as changing
what we eat. As we progress in our understanding of the crucial
ties between nutrition and health, one hopes that this attitude will
be less pervasive.

The China Study sends a clear message: our diets are killing us.
While some of Campbell’s assertions lack critical analysis, there
is certainly validity to the notion that a whole–foods, plant–based
diet—when compared to a standard Western diet—can improve
health with respect to a variety of diseases. While following
such dietary measures may seem extreme to some, the dire state
of health in North America suggests they may be necessary. I
would recommend this book to future health care professionals
as it draws attention to the often overlooked role of nutrition in
disease prevention and treatment. As health care professionals,
we have a responsibility to provide the best possible care to our
patients; Campbell suggests that in many cases, the best possible
care involves three simple things: breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
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ABSTRACT
Forty eight percent of Canadians have been reported to have literacy below the minimum level required for full societal function,
which directly impacts multiple aspects of their lives including mitigating healthcare accessibility, utilization, and health status. While
effective communication can temporarily overcome the literacy barrier,6 a more comprehensive approach involving understanding and
identifying those who struggle with literacy is necessary for long term improvement and efficient prevention of miscommunication. As
there is currently no gold standard for these situations, this article makes several recommendations on how primary care providers and
community members alike can enhance the care of people with low literacy.
KEYWORDS: low literacy, healthcare professional

T

he word ‘literacy’ is empirically defined as the ability to read
and write. However, when describing one’s functionality in
a specific area, literacy measures the amount of knowledge
one possesses which involves an individual’s comprehension of
language, integration of information, and expression of thought.
For example, consider the following sentence: “The
two different fields move in parallel with the particle but with
perpendicular vectors.” If literacy can be attained simply through
reading and writing, then most literate individuals should be able
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to understand the previous sentence. However, readers without a
background in optics would not be able to identify the material as
the physics of light. Unfortunately, a similar scenario occurs in
healthcare everyday, as roughly half of Canadians struggle with
understanding what doctors consider to be ‘plain English’.
The International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey (IALSS)
measured the literacy levels of 23,000 Canadian adults on a scale
between one and five, with the score of three being the minimum
score required to function in society. The survey showed that
22 % of adult Canadians scored one, which is the lowest level
of English proficiency.1 IALSS indicated that these individuals
struggled with tasks such as understanding the instructions
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Roughly half of Canadians
struggle with understanding
what doctors consider to be
‘plain English’.

on medication bottles to determine the proper dosage. Another
26 % of adult Canadians scored two and could only manage to
understand the most basic of written English when it was clearly
presented and explained.1 This level of literacy may make it
difficult for them to understand complex treatment regimens
that require a combination of multiple modes and frequencies of
therapy. Literature has demonstrated that individuals with low
literacy are often less compliant with therapies due to inadequate
communication between the healthcare professional and the
patient.2
As the IALSS results suggest, 48 % of Canadians have
below minimal levels of literacy.1 As low literacy correlates with
lower socioeconomic status, these individuals are more prone to
poorer general health.1-3 In fact, a report by the Canadian Council
on Learning suggested that low literacy correlates to lower overall
health status, regardless of how health is measured.2 Indeed,
literacy and education were identified as the third determinant
of health by the Public Health Agency of Canada.4 Clearly if
left unattended, the literacy crisis will have a grim prognosis
on the health of Canadians. Though there are multiple societal
components that must be tackled in order to alleviate the issue
of low literacy, the following recommendations may help family
members, community members, and primary care professionals
improve the lives of patients with low literacy.
Understand that the literacy crisis in our society is real and
that it impacts health. Simply being aware that roughly half of the
population has some degree of difficulty understanding medical
information is an important first step.1 In the long run, this can
contribute to dismantling any communication barriers with people
who have low literacy.
Identify patients with low literacy. Many would not
openly admit having difficulty in understanding instructions
and recommendations if they feel that doing so would lead to
embarrassment. It is the healthcare professional’s responsibility to
foster a relationship of trust and a culture of honesty with patients
by creating a non–judgmental environment that encourages open
discussions. Just like any other symptoms that a patient can
present with, low literacy is an issue that can impede care and lead
to poorer health status, and thus it should be promptly identified
and addressed.1,2,5
Learn to speak plain language. This task is perhaps the
most difficult to accomplish, as the definition of ‘plain language’
depends on context. Without honest patient feedback, there is no
way to assess whether medical information has been properly
relayed. Therefore, when communicating with patients, one
should err on the side of safety and use plain sentences, clarity
of speech, and expressive body language to ensure that the
appropriate message is conveyed. Of course, since Canada is a
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multicultural country with both English and French as its national
languages, one may not always be proficient in the same language
as the patient. In regions where this is common, workplaces and
communities should identify individuals who are able to assist
in translation. Effective communication is directly correlated to
improved medical practice and can contribute to overcoming the
literacy barrier in any setting.6,7
Be an advocate for individuals with low literacy. Healthcare
professionals and community members alike should always
consider an individual’s unique circumstance when making any
lifestyle or health related recommendations as low literacy often
arises from a variety of causes including late immigration, family
circumstances, cultural limitations, genetic endowment, and social
barriers.1 By establishing a trusting and respectful relationship,
individuals can overcome any embarrassment and actively seek
clarification when needed.7
Learn about and recommend available resources to help
people improve their literacy. There are several provincial and
federal organizations, including those listed in Rootman et al.’s
report, that provide free private tutoring and classroom lectures
for individuals struggling with literacy.8 If comfortable, one
should actively inform those with low literacy of these resources.
The key is to use non–judgmental communication and a positive
attitude to help those with low literacy understand the impact of
literacy and education on health,5 as well as work with them to
establish a tradition of lifelong learning.8 By practicing prevention
and intervening with low literacy, healthcare professionals and
community supporters can help improve an individual’s literacy.
This improvement will not only benefit his or her health, but will
also impact other aspects of his or her life, such as employment
and social acceptance.1,2
Unfortunately, there is no immediate solution for low
literacy in Canada. While Canada has taken an important first
step by recognizing literacy as a strong determinant of health,
a variety of barriers still exist that hinder effective intervention,
such as the lack of sufficient funding and public resources.8
However, one can ameliorate the negative effects of low literacy
by understanding its prevalence and detrimental impact on
health and effectively identifying those with low literacy who
need assistance. Physicians and nurses interested in community
practice can establish social support by approaching communities
or families and educating them on health literacy. By actively
taking a role in improving our society’s literacy rates, healthcare
professionals and community members might be able to directly
influence the population’s health and wellbeing.
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ABSTRACT
The Healthy Heart Program is a team-based interdisciplinary program focused on the primary and secondary prevention of heart disease.
Patients are incorporated into a health care team consisting of a physician, nurse educator, dietitian, pharmacist, exercise therapist, and
counselor. The multi-disciplinary aspect of the program highlights that heart disease is a multi-faceted problem—risk factors cannot
be addressed simply with drugs or diet alone, but only through coordinated pharmacologic and lifestyle changes. The Healthy Heart
Program can serve as an invaluable model for clinics aimed at the prevention and management of other chronic diseases.
KEYWORDS: multi-disciplinary, health prevention, cardiovascular

I

n a time with rapidly escalating health care costs, it is clear that
the best way to address health resource allocation is not merely
pouring money into disease treatments. Instead, by investing
in programs that encourage healthy living, we can prevent many
of the chronic diseases that plague our society today. Treating
disease is more expensive than preventing its onset, and therefore
it makes good economic sense to support prevention programs
that offer long-term outcomes.1 Moreover, the efficacy of lifestyle
changes are reflected in clinical practice guidelines, such as those
of the Canadian Working Group on Hypercholesterolemia and
Other Dyslipidemias.2,3
As one of the greatest burdens on our health care system
and the leading cause of death in North America, heart disease
has a direct impact on 1.3 million Canadians and costs taxpayers
over $22.2 billion per year.4 Public awareness has significantly
increased in recent years, thanks to non-profit organizations and
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“

Many patients are often surprised
to learn which foods contribute to their
weight, and that most of these foods can be
substituted for healthier alternatives.

public health organizations garnering interest in heart disease and
promoting heart health. Still, 9 in 10 Canadians have a risk factor
for cardiovascular disease, including hypertension, diabetes, high
cholesterol, obesity, and physical inactivity.

HEALTHY HEART PROGRAM
Prevention and lifestyle modifications seem to be the buzzwords
in heart health, and we are fortunate to be able to offer the Healthy
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Heart Program to patients. Operating out of St. Paul’s Hospital, this
program provides a multi-disciplinary approach to the primary and
secondary prevention of heart disease. Primary prevention refers
to the management of individuals with cardiovascular disease risk
factors, while secondary prevention is directed towards patients
who have had a previous cardiac event. There are two arms to
the Healthy Heart Program: the Prevention Clinic and the Cardiac
Rehabilitation Program. Both clinics make use of a team-based
approach to cardiac health and regular encouragement to ensure
clients stay on track to reduce their cardiovascular risk.
Founded originally as the Lipid Clinic at Shaughnessy
Hospital, family physicians and cardiologists regularly refer
patients to the Healthy Heart Prevention Clinic. One of the
first steps to health prevention is effectively reaching the target
population: via direct referral, primary care providers can inform
patients and refer them to this invaluable program. With a
convenient referral process making health prevention accessible
to primary care providers across the province, this model has been
replicated at health prevention programs at other hospitals.
In the Cardiac Rehabilitation Program, the focus is on the
rehabilitation and secondary prevention of cardiovascular events.
Patients are encouraged to take the necessary steps to address their
prior cardiovascular history (ie. heart attack) and to work towards
preventing future events. A multi-focal approach to cardiac
rehabilitation has long proven that risk factor reduction, such as
through regular exercise, will decrease mortality.5 The Stanford
Coronary Risk Intervention Project employed a multifactor risk
factor reduction strategy, involving a low-fat and low-cholesterol
diet, exercise, weight loss, smoking cessation, and medications
to significantly reduce in measurable coronary artery disease and
cardiac event-related hospitalizations.6 Both the Prevention Clinic
and Cardiac Rehabilitation Program make use of these findings
and promote a healthy diet, regular exercise, and other lifestyle
modifications.

TEAM-BASED APPROACH TO PATIENT EDUCATION
AND EMPOWERMENT
Health education goes hand-in-hand with disease prevention,
but finding an effective method to educate patients can often be
a challenge. Rather than using information pamphlets with no
target population, the Healthy Heart Program employs a patientcentered approach for health education, facilitated by a multidisciplinary team of health professionals to provide a sound,
consistent approach that allows for effective patient education
and implementation into clinical practice.7 Upon their initial visit,
patients are greeted by a registered nurse (trained as a patient
educator) who introduces and explains key concepts including
risk factors and the importance of a healthy lifestyle.8 After this
brief orientation about the values and goals of the Healthy Heart
Program, the patient sees a registered dietitian and a cardiologist
to discuss dietary risk factors and undergo a complete physical
exam, respectively. Throughout this process, patients are
encouraged to ask questions and to think of creative ways to
modify their lifestyle and diet to reduce their cardiovascular risk.
Furthermore, patients of the Cardiac Rehabilitation Program are
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expected to attend an exercise class at St. Paul’s Hospital at least
twice weekly, and are followed regularly by a pharmacist and
exercise specialist. Counselors are also a major part of the team to
address depression and other psychosocial issues associated with
suffering from a cardiovascular event.

ENCOURAGING A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
Yet, the question becomes how to prevent heart disease, and what
barriers might prevent patients from leading the idealistic ‘healthy
lifestyle’. Lack of motivation is often blamed when patients fail
to meet risk reductions, when in fact, many patients are simply
unaware of what steps they can take to lead a healthier lifestyle.
In an interview with a Dietitian, we learn that many patients are
often surprised to learn which foods contribute to their weight,
and that most of these foods can be substituted for healthier
alternatives. Dietary interventions have been shown to effectively
reduce cardiovascular risk, and these can be implemented through
consultations with a dietitian.9 Similarly, physical activity can
play a significant role in the primary and secondary prevention of
chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease.10 Thus, exercise
is prescribed at the Healthy Heart Program just like any other
medication, and resources, such as regular exercise classes, are
provided to support patients.11 In many cases, patients are keen to
take responsibility of their health and reduce their cardiovascular
risk factors, but require support from the health care system
to help them get started. The one-on-one approach with a
number of health disciplines helps to ensure patients’ needs are
thoroughly addressed in order to make a real change in reducing
the cardiovascular risk in our community. Plenty of evidence
supports the goal of risk factor reduction, including dietary
management and exercise, to decrease mortality and cardiacrelated hospitalizations.12 Interesting new evidence looking
into additional follow-up for these patients, after completing
the Cardiac Rehabilitation Program, may suggest even further
Framingham risk reduction, although non-significant and only
after a one-year intervention period.13 To address this, there is a
community branch to the program: Happy Hearts Plus consists of
education and exercise classes for secondary prevention in lowrisk individuals that have completed the Cardiac Rehabilitation
Program.

CLOSING THOUGHTS
By incorporating multiple disciplines, the Healthy Heart Program
takes advantage of different expertise to more fully address
the populations whom it serves, highlighting the fact that heart
disease is a multi-faceted problem – one that cannot be addressed
simply with drugs or diet alone, but with a coordinated approach
incorporating lifestyle and sometimes pharmacologic changes.
Preliminary research into the Healthy Heart Program suggests
an improvement in lipid management and blood pressure.14 This
team-based interdisciplinary approach seems to translate into
better education and better patient outcomes, and may serve
as an invaluable model for clinics aimed at the prevention and
management of other chronic diseases.
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ABSTRACT
Current methods of assessing pain in patients include standardized questionnaires, numeric scales, and face scales. New methods of
quantifying nociception are on the horizon, stemming from the discovery that numerous molecular markers of nociception correlate well
with the many parameters of pain. However, it is questionable whether or not these techniques can eventually replace current methods
of pain evaluation in patients. This commentary argues for the merit of pain scales and questionnaires in assessing the multidimensional
phenomenon of pain even if the quantification of nociception, currently done primarily in animal studies, should someday be made
feasible in humans.
KEYWORDS: pain, assessment, evaluation, nociception, measurement

INTRODUCTION

T

he International Association for the Study of Pain defines
pain as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience
associated with actual or potential tissue damage.”1 As
opposed to nociception, which describes the neural pathways
and biochemical events that arise from noxious stimuli, pain is a
complex quality affected by many psychological factors.1 In the
clinic, patients are often asked to rank their level of perceived
pain on a standardized scale and to give a verbal, qualitative
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description of their pain. Despite their subjectivity, these
questions are easy to ask, eliciting quick responses from patients
who are able to communicate their pain. Nevertheless, scientists
have experimented with more objective methods of assessing pain
down to its nociceptive, molecular level. For instance, c–Fos is a
protein marker that has been shown in animal studies to correlate
well with many parameters of pain, including its location,
duration, intensity, and quality.2 Another example is pERK,
the product of ERK (extracellular–signal–regulated kinase)
phosphorylation, which, like c–Fos, is expressed after a noxious
stimulus is administered.2 The expression of both c–Fos and pERK
is topographically organized within the spinal cord, enabling
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Even if nociceptive assays can
somehow become feasible in
humans, it is debatable whether they can
replace the merit of simple face-to-face
communication between health care
providers and patients.

scientists to trace their appearance back to the actual site of pain.
Their quantity also corresponds with the intensity of the stimulus,
reflecting their versatility as tools to study various parameters of
pain in animal models. Currently, these studies cannot be extended
to clinical practice as they require the immunological staining of
isolated spinal cord and brain slices. Even if nociceptive assays
can somehow become feasible in humans, it is debatable whether
they can replace the merit of simple face–to–face communication
between health care providers and patients.

MEASURING NOCICEPTION: IS IT NECESSARY IN
ASSESSING PAIN?
While pain questionnaires and rating scales are subjective in
nature and may not accurately reflect a patient’s level of physical
pain, they do account for a patient’s individual perception of pain,
a perspective that is shaped not only by complex psychological
factors and experience, but also by circumstance and time. For
example, repeated stimulation has been shown to increase the
level of responsiveness in neurons in the wind-up phenomenon,
while other stimuli unrelated to the site of injury can also modify
pain.3 Thus, measurements cannot be meaningfully compared
when taken under different circumstances, and the perceived
intensity of pain is likely to change from the time a measurement
is taken to when the pain is actually treated. Though it is possible
to trace the expression of c–Fos and pERK back to the original
site of injury in rats, with patients it may be more practical and
much easier to locate and assess the quality of pain based on how
it is actually perceived in a given moment.4 Indeed, this assumes
that there are no communication barriers between the patient and
the clinician, since nociceptive assays may arguably be helpful in
evaluating pain in patients unable to verbalize their experience.
In addition to the psychological and behavioural factors
that influence pain, there exist many nociceptive and neuronal
properties that collectively contribute to a unique profile of pain.
The net result of subjective pain can hardly be probed by any assay
given the intricate interconnectivity of these physical properties
and pathways. Additionally, the body has various homeostatic
mechanisms to control pain, just as there are many psychological
and behavioural factors that also contribute to the perception of
pain.5 One powerful psychological phenomenon important in pain
treatment is the placebo effect, in which a patient’s expectations
about a treatment can serve as a self-fulfilling prophecy that
provides real relief from pain.6 Acknowledging that the examples
provided here are very limited in number, to state that there is no
one–to–one correspondence between molecular nociception and
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a patient’s perception of pain would be an great understatement.
Even if nociceptive assays can someday be made feasible in
clinical practice, they cannot address all of the different factors
that play a crucial role in a patient’s perception of pain.
That is not to discredit the numerous and valuable
contributions neurological research has made in advancing
our understanding and treatment of pain. For example, the
aforementioned protein marker, pERK, can be quickly induced
in isolated spinal cord slices by bathing them in capsaicin, so
that the effectiveness of an applied analgesic can then be tested
by measuring the decrease in pERK levels.2 Empirical research
has also revealed much of the pathophysiology and mechanisms
underlying different types of pain, such as nerve injury–related
neuropathic pain and acute inflammatory pain. Recent studies
have shown that opioids can bind to peripheral opioid receptors
in treating neuropathic pain, though they were previously thought
ineffective in treating it.7 Thus, empirical testing remains central
to our understanding of the mechanisms and pharmacotherapy of
pain, as much as the myriad of scientific findings reinforce the
idea that pain is incredibly complex.
It may be possible to trace select nociceptive pathways
and to quantify the concentration of protein markers to obtain a
crude profile of pain, but it may be impossible to address all of
the intricacies and minute factors that make up subjective pain. To
conclude with an analogy, the complexity of subjective pain can
be related to the field of bionics, where a finely engineered robotic
arm may never achieve the same dexterity of a moving human
arm whose motions are kept precise and fluid by infinitesimally
intricate workings of the human brain. From the perspective of
the individual, both the full capacity of a moving limb and the
experience of pain are viewed less as objectified and more as
private qualities that only the patient alone can fully command
or interpret. Ultimately, if pain is just as individual as the words
a patient chooses to describe it, standardized questionnaires and
pain scales may remain among the most practical methods to
assess pain in a clinical setting, despite certain drawbacks. More
importantly, as healthcare providers, having precise knowledge
of the mechanisms behind pain is only second to understanding
the needs of a patient, as inherent in that understanding is the
perspective that pain is not simply a biological manifestation as
a result of pathology, but a real suffering to be ameliorated out of
respect for a patient’s personhood.
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uicide is the tenth leading cause of death in our country,
claiming the lives of 11 out of every 100,000 Canadians.1
It is also the second leading cause of death amongst 15 to
24 year–olds.2 For every completed suicide there are many more
suicide attempts, leading to the hospitalization of 87 out of every
100,000 Canadians each year.3 These “high rates of mortality
and morbidity surrounding suicidal behaviour constitute a major
public health crisis,” according to the Honourable Dr. Hedy Fry,
Member of Parliament for Vancouver Centre.
Fry entered politics in 1993, after spending 20 years
practicing family medicine and serving as a committee member
and then president with the British Columbia Medical Association
(BCMA). These experiences prepared her for her political career.
As a physician, Fry learned to appreciate “multifactorial causes
and solutions” to her patients’ presenting complaints. With the
BCMA, Fry was able to advocate for health policy changes that
would alter social determinants of health for many marginalized
populations by “attacking issues upstream … and using evidence.”
Although Fry had not previously considered a future in federal
politics, when she was asked to run for the Liberal Party she
jumped at the opportunity to extend her advocacy initiatives and
create tangible social change.
Recently, Fry has challenged the federal Minister of
Health to adopt a national, interdisciplinary, prevention–focused
approach to suicide. Fry’s strategy proposes government–
supported programs to “train family doctors, nurses, social
workers, teachers, and other frontline workers to read between
the lines and see that the child acting out or the introverted person
is really struggling to cope.” Identifying these people early will
allow timely referral to clinics run by family doctors, nurse
practitioners, and mental health workers to help these individuals
before suicidal behaviour patterns occur. Secondly, Fry proposes
“secondary prevention measures,” meaning “adequate funding
for [hospital] beds, outpatient care, and community supports,”
to help those who have attempted suicide with recovery and to
prevent future deteriorations in mental health.
At an individual level, stigma plays a large role in preventing
early detection of mental illness. “Stents do not make people look
at you any differently; but my goodness, depression does,” Fry
states, reflecting on why many struggling with their mental illness
are reluctant to speak up. Fry reports that mental illness is also
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stigmatized at a social policy level, not receiving the same fiscal
or program–based support as physical ailments do. Fry envisions
a future national health policy that does not “separate mental from
physical wellness or health.”
Physicians see the effects of mental illness and other social
determinants of health every day in emergency rooms, wards, and
clinics. But what can be done to help? Fry suggests that “advocacy
is an inherent part of being a physician. I did this every day with
my patients … that couldn’t walk, couldn’t afford to eat nutritious
food.” She also emphasizes, “We should all be more concerned
with outcomes.” Not only will evidence–based practice prevent
undue harm to patients, but “if more [doctors] were concerned
[with outcomes], more would be moved to enter politics, and
politics would benefit greatly as [doctors] have a broader way
of looking at problems.” Physicians understand the range of
factors causing symptoms and know how to successfully drive

In this photo: The Honourable Dr. Hedy Fry
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change, skills that are useful for the aspiring politician. However,
physicians can also use these strengths on a daily basis to save
lives, by recognizing, assessing, and advocating for patients who
are at risk for suicidal behaviour.4

2.
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ccording to 2009 estimates by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 34 % of Americans over the age
of 20 are living with metabolic syndrome—a complex
metabolic derangement characterized by insulin resistance,
atherogenic dyslipidemia, hypertension, and elevated body mass
index.1 In addition, the prevalence of diabetes mellitus has more
than doubled for all age groups since 1980.2 The pervasiveness
of these conditions suggests that a factor as universal as diet may
be causative. Indeed, several studies have shown that the current
recommended diet from the “Dietary Goals for Americans,”
which is mimicked closely by Canada’s Food Guide, the Canadian
equivalent of America’s Dietary Guidelines, may predispose
individuals to diabetes and metabolic syndrome.4
As widely promulgated in 1977, when the first Dietary
Goals for Americans was published, current guidelines encourage
increased consumption of carbohydrates in conjunction with
reductions in fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and salt ingestion.
The benefits of such a diet, however, have remained contentious
since their inception. The American Medical Association (AMA)
responded to the initial Dietary Goals for Americans with an
opinion wrought with concern, “The evidence for assuming
that benefits to be derived from the adoption of such universal
dietary goals ... is not conclusive and there is potential for harmful
effects from radical long-term dietary changes.”3 Arguably, these
early concerns of the AMA may have forecasted the increased
incidence of diabetes and metabolic syndrome that are observed
in the U.S.A. and Canada.5
Many clinical trials have failed to show reductions in
cardiovascular disease risk with adherence to low fat, increased
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carbohydrate diets. The Women’s Health Initiative randomly
assigned over 48,000 post–menopausal women to low fat and
free living comparison groups. After six years of follow–up,
there was no significant difference in non–fatal coronary heart
disease risk and total cardiovascular disease risk between the
groups.7 Moreover, the Nurses’ Health Study showed an increase
in coronary heart disease risk in association with high glycemic
load from refined carbohydrates, independent of other known
risk factors.8 Another prospective cohort study included more
than 15,000 middle–aged women and found similar increases
in coronary heart disease in association with increased dietary
glycemic load.9
Evidence suggests that carbohydrate restriction may
lead to favorable changes in currently accepted biomarkers of
cardiovascular disease when compared to low fat diets. Low
carbohydrate diets restrict carbohydrates to 30 130 grams per
day, without caloric restrictions of other macronutrients. Very
low carbohydrate ketogenic diets typically restrict carbohydrate
consumption to below 30 grams per day.6 A meta–analysis
examining the effects of low carbohydrate versus low fat diets
on cardiovascular disease risk included 13 studies that lasted
at least six months and pooled 1222 participants of both sexes.
Less attrition was noted in the low carbohydrate groups, as well
as more beneficial alterations in HDL cholesterol (increased),
triglycerides (decreased), and blood pressure.10 Similarly, Garner
et al randomized 311 overweight premenopausal women into
four diets for one year.11 They found that the most improvement
in metabolic profile occurred in the dietary group with the
greatest carbohydrate restriction (less than 20 grams per day,
without caloric restriction), with benefits also noted in the less
carbohydrate restricted groups.
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Since the dietary goals were instituted in 1977, overall fat,
saturated fat, and cholesterol consumption by North Americans
has decreased while carbohydrate ingestion has increased to
proportions resembling those recommended by the advisory
institutions.3 In spite of mean caloric intake falling to within the
recommended range and a slight increase in average physical
activity, incidences of the metabolic syndrome and diabetes
mellitus continue to rise. Public compliance with the prescribed
caloric intake and increased average physical activity suggests
that policy may be contributing to the etiology of this epidemic.3
As evidence–based medical practitioners, the lack of data to
support the current dietary recommendations should be alarming.
Current evidence supports recommending reductions in dietary
intake of carbohydrates (refined sugars, starches, foods with
high glycemic index) with concomitant increases in fat intake
to replace lost calories for patients with metabolic syndrome
and diabetes. Further research is necessary to determine optimal
levels of carbohydrate restriction, but restriction prescription for
our patients should start now.
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n a landmark ruling that received international attention,
the Supreme Court of Canada unanimously ruled in favor
of Insite, Vancouver’s safe injection facility, ensuring that
its vulnerable users will continue to benefit well into the future
from the harm reduction services it provides. This ruling comes
at a time when the effectiveness of the international campaign
against the illegal drug trade is being questioned and governments
begin to seek new strategies to try and successfully control what
has been dubbed the “War on Drugs”. Although harm reduction
strategies such as Insite will not end the illegal drug battle, they
remain essential to the health outcomes of their users. As we begin
the search for a new strategy to control the increasing illegal drug
epidemic, we must realize that the inclusion of harm reduction
will be integral to its success.
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It was in June 17, 1971 that U.S. President Richard Nixon
initiated the “War on Drugs”. Nixon’s goal was to use prohibition,
incarceration, and military intervention to define and reduce the
illegal drug trade.1 As we enter the 40th year of this campaign, there
is increasing reason to believe that this strategy has all but failed.
Since 1981, drug control budgets around the world have increased
exponentially.2 In Canada it is estimated that over $2.3 billion is
spent annually on enforcing drug laws.3 While increased spending
has resulted in the highest levels of drug related incarceration
rates ever seen4, this prohibitionist stance, which focuses on
law enforcement, has yet to translate into decreased drug use or
availability. Meanwhile, the average cost of marijuana, cocaine,
and heroin has decreased, and their purity levels have significantly
increased. Effectively, these circumstances facilitate acquisition of
illicit drugs while enhanced purity increases drug potency and thus
risk of overdose.5-7
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In Vancouver we are exposed to the harsh realities of a powerful
drug trade: gang wars have ravaged this city for decades. Shootings
are a regular occurrence and innocent bystanders all too often
become innocent victims.8 As police presence increases to combat
these issues, drug users are forced into the alleyways and lowincome housing units, away from both public view and access to
harm reduction opportunities. Although law enforcement remains
integral to the fight against the illegal drug trade, past trends have
shown that it will not succeed on its own. Until alternative strategies,
such as harm reduction, are used effectively with law enforcement,
the drug trade and the associated health risks of illegal drug use in
Vancouver and around the world will continue to flourish.
Insite provides a safe and health-focused environment for
injection drug users with the goal of harm reduction, a strategy
that uses policies and messages that seek to reduce harm without
eliminating the harmful behaviours themselves. At Insite, users
are provided with sterile equipment and medical staff are present
to provide addiction treatment, mental health assistance, and first
aid in the event of an overdose. These inherent services provided
by Insite actively save lives. In 2010 Insite recorded over 300,000
unique visits by its users with over 500 supervised injections
occurring daily. Of the 221 overdoses that occurred that year, there
were no fatalities due to the presence of the trained medical staff.9
Since opening in 2006, Insite’s harm reduction strategies
have benefited not only its users, but also the area surrounding the
facility, in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside. Insite has resulted
in reductions in public disorder, reductions in syringe sharing,
reductions in violence against women, increased condom use,
increased use of detox programs and addiction treatment, the
successful management of over 1000 overdoses, and a 35%
decrease in overdose related fatalities.10-16 Furthermore, Insite’s
presence has seen no adverse changes in community drug use
patterns, no increase in initiation into injection drug use, and no
increase in drug-related crime.17-19
It is based on these findings that the Supreme Court of Canada
ruled in favor of Insite: seeing the benefits of its health services
outweighing the risks of absolute prohibition of illegal drugs on
its premises.20 In a world that has lived through the failed “War on
Drugs”, harm reduction is finally receiving the acceptance that it
deserves. As we move forward in our fight to curtail the current
illegal drug epidemic in Vancouver and around the world, we have
to realize that harm reduction is a vital component to the success of
this campaign.
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E

xperiences in early life can have a dramatic impact on
the health of an individual later in life.1 Several diseases
including diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular disease and
depression have been shown to have determinants in early
childhood.1 However, it is only recently that scientists have started
to investigate how social factors can biologically predispose us to
these diseases.
Dr. Clyde Hertzman, a professor at the UBC School of
Population and Public Health and Director of the Human Early
Learning Partnership, is on the forefront of this research. Dr.
Hertzman explains, “I got interested early in my career in the
social determinants of health. Over time this led me to the early
years and early development being a really important time for
generalized vulnerability or resilience to emerge.”
Dr. Hertzman and his colleagues see epigenetics as a
mechanism by which early experience can directly impact the
biological development of an individual. A recent international
study conducted by this team seems to support this hypothesis.2
In this study, the DNA methylation profile of 109 fifteen–
year–old adolescents was determined and then related to parental
stress levels at the time these individuals were infants.2 Measures
of stress were recorded multiple times during childhood using
several scales. These scales measured various components of
stress including depression symptoms, parenting stress, and
financial stress. The results showed that children of parents who
reported experiencing high stress levels had different epigenetic
profiles than children who experienced less familial stress.
Several genes, including those affecting anxiety levels and brain
development, were shown to exhibit different levels of epigenetic
modifications. For example, the gene NEUROG1, which codes
for a transcription factor involved in the differentiation of neurons
in the developing nervous system, was shown to have increased
levels of methylation in its regulatory region in children exposed
to higher stress environments, compared to those less exposed.
In another study, Dr. Hertzman and his colleagues were
able to illustrate a strong and permanent association between
early–life socio–economic position and DNA methylation
patterns of subjects.3 The results indicated that individuals from

a disadvantaged socio-economic position in childhood had
differentially methylated promoters of genes associated with key
cell signalling pathways, as compared to subjects who were in a
high socio–economic position as children.
The differential methylation profiles of the studied
individuals may suggest that epigenetics is a potential mechanism
for environmental factors (e.g. lower socio–economic position
in childhood) to affect disease predisposition, and possibly even
mortality and morbidity later in life.3,4 These findings further
support the results from the parental-stress study suggesting that
early–childhood experiences can have a tremendous impact on an
individual’s gene expression.2
When asked about the potential clinical relevance of these
results, Dr. Hertzman does acknowledge that if a relationship exists
between early-life social interactions, epigenetics, and disease
predisposition, there could be profound clinical implications on
disease management. However, what Dr. Hertzman wants the
medical world to learn from these studies is that children are not
born hardwired and that the social environment one is exposed to
early in life plays a critical role in determining health outcomes
later in life. The basis of Dr. Hertzman’s approach to how this
research could be applied clinically is explained is this excerpt:
The clinical application of our approach is to change the
mindset of clinicians that deal with families of young children.
People carry causal and explanatory models around in their head,
the idea that, in effect, the child is born and their personality and
temperament will reveal itself. Well what our work is suggesting
is that there is more plasticity than that, and that the blueprint is
way more malleable than that.
Indeed, Dr. Hertzman hopes these findings will encourage
physicians to educate families on the importance of creating safe
and nurturing environments that allow children to thrive both
mentally and physically.
When asked what the next steps should be, Dr. Hertzman
explains that it is important to conduct additional studies aimed
at revealing other relationships between social environment
and epigenetic modifications before attempting to link these
epigenetic findings to specific disease predispositions.
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n 1997, a study published in the Canadian Medical
Association Journal projected the number of hip fractures
to increase four–fold over 40 years, which highlighted the
need for preventative strategies.1 Hip fractures place a significant
burden on Canadians because of the associated costs of care, pain,
morbidity and mortality.2 In the elderly, the one–year mortality
rate after a hip fracture is up to 30%.3 Furthermore, approximately
50% of hip fracture patients are unable to live independently
again—many being unable to walk, dress or bathe.4 Patients who
recover can take up to a year to regain mobility and strength.5
From a population health perspective, the cost of a hip fracture
has been estimated at $18,000 per event, with additional increased
costs from loss of independence and need for long term care.6
Hip fractures have a serious impact at both the population and
individual levels, and therefore strategies must be implemented
to prevent them.
In contrast to the predicted catastrophic rise in hip fracture
rates, a 2011 study published by UBC researchers in Osteoporosis
International reported that age–standardized rates in British
Columbia actually decreased by 18% between 1990 and 2004.7
The senior author, Dr. Pierre Guy—associate professor at the
UBC department of Orthopedics and researcher at the Centre
for Hip Health and Mobility—explains that “the reason for
the declining rate is unknown. It may be associated with fall
prevention strategies, improved health of the later portion of the
cohort or even medications over the observation period.”6 Dr. Guy
further explains that:
Prevention of hip fractures can be organized into two
general categories of either preventing falls or maintaining/
increasing bone strength. The former category includes balance
improving exercises, wearing protective hip pads, ensuring a safe
home environment, limiting polypharmacy (mainly psychotropic
drugs), and the proper assessment and correction of vision.
The latter category includes adequate intake of vitamin D and
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calcium, performing load-bearing exercises, and possibly taking
Bisphosphonates.6
Dr. Guy also points out the unique interventions taking place
in British Columbia, such as Osteofit, an exercise and education
program based on published research for individuals at risk of falls.
Osteofit is available in over 60 community centers throughout
British Columbia. Dr. Guy also mentions other innovative
prevention research programs taking place at the Center for Hip
Health and Mobility including the Bone Health Research group
(BHRG), the Centre of Excellence on Mobility, Fall Prevention
and Injury in Aging (CEMFIA), Technology for Injury Prevention
in Seniors (TIPS), and the Falls Prevention Clinic.6
The decreased rate of hip fractures may reflect positive
steps taken towards prevention. It is important to note however,
that despite this decrease, the absolute number of hip fractures
continues to rise due to the growing population, particularly in the
expanding fraction of the elderly. In British Columbia this year,
over 3,500 people will suffer a hip fracture that will further affect
the lives of their family and friends.8 By vigorously promoting
prevention in patients of all ages, healthcare providers in British
Columbia can help reduce the number of people affected by this
incapacitating and deadly injury.
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Should Patients, Medical Students, and Healthcare
Professionals Use Wikipedia?
Charlie Zhanga
a

Vancouver Fraser Medical Program 2014, UBC Faculty of Medicine, Vancouver, BC

I

n the September 2011 issue of the UBCMJ, Dr. James Heilman,
an ER physician and UBC clinical instructor, encouraged
medical students and healthcare professionals to contribute to
Wikipedia—a free and easily accessible online encyclopedia—
and provided compelling reasons why they should do so.1 In a
2009 study, English Wikipedia was found to be a more prominent
source of online health information than both MedlinePlus and
NHS Direct Online, where information is checked for accuracy by
licensed medical professionals prior to being published on their
websites.2 These findings lead me to consider if this degree of
usage of Wikipedia for healthcare information is truly warranted.
A 2010 study found osteosarcoma information on English
Wikipedia to be of inferior quality, in terms of the scope,
completeness, and accuracy of information, compared to patient
information provided by the U.S. National Cancer Institute
(NCI) website.3 With respect to drug information, Wikipedia
was compared with Medscape Drug Reference (MDR), an
online database that is also free and easily accessible. Through
comparison on eight categories of drug information, including
mechanisms of action, indications, and dosing, Wikipedia was
found to be able to answer significantly fewer drug information
questions compared to MDR (40.0% vs. 82.5%).4 However, it
is worth noting that no factual errors were found in Wikipedia
during this study.4
I believe, at this time, patients should be advised to
utilize currently existing resources such as MedlinePlus, where
health topics are categorized in various ways for ease of access,
including by body systems and demographic groups. Each article
has been reviewed by healthcare professionals and has short, yet
descriptive, sections on disease overview, diagnosis, prognosis,
treatment, and other related issues.
Contributing to Wikipedia can be a great learning
experience in critical reading and academic writing for healthcare
students. However, I believe when accessing information for
patient management, healthcare providers should rely solely on
Correspondence
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reputable, peer reviewed resources. Critical information such as
contraindications, adverse drug events, drug interactions, and
drug dosing are frequently missing in Wikipedia’s drug articles.5
Additionally, the expertise of contributors cannot be verified. For
example, an article on renal failure may have been written by
an experienced nephrologist or a person who spent an afternoon
reading about the topic. Even if the writer is a licensed physician,
written material that has not gone through stringent peer review
may be subject to personal bias or external influence,6 and
therefore, it should not be used for patient care. Some may argue
that there is no harm in frequent Wikipedia use because students
and doctors use it simply as a convenient resource for a quick
refresher of what they already know. However, Dr. Peter Marr, a
Family Physician in downtown Vancouver, cautions against this
kind of usage because “that quick refresher may very well become
patient care somewhere down the road” (oral communication,
November 2011). Dr. Marr also recommends using the most
updated version of the Compendium of Pharmaceuticals and
Specialties (CPS) for drug information. The CPS contains
Canadian units and guidelines, and all of its drug monographs are
based on the best available evidence and have been reviewed by
expert physicians and pharmacists.7
Nonetheless, I am very appreciative of the type of resource
that Wikipedia volunteers are trying to create. Perhaps in the
future, when all of the science and medicine articles on Wikipedia
are transparent and have been peer reviewed by experts, it can
become a comprehensive and reliable source of information for
patients, medical students, and healthcare professionals around
the world.8
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Educate to Prevent: A Look at Concussion Prevention
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T

here has been a push to educate physicians, coaches, parents
and students about concussion prevention. A concussion is
a mild traumatic brain injury (TBI) caused by a blow to the
head.1 While a concussion is not life-threatening, it can lead to
negative outcomes over time including changes in cognition and
increased risk of epilepsy, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s Diseases.1
The Canadian Medical Association Journal published a prospective
case series in 2011 looking at the prevalence of concussions in
the NHL. The estimated incidence of concussions in the NHL
was found to be 1.8/1,000 player hours.2 They also concluded
that post-concussion headache, post-concussion low energy or
fatigue, amnesia and an abnormal neurological examination were
significant predictors of time off the ice amongst players with
TBI.2 The concussion rates amongst some other sports, however,
have been shown to be higher than that of the NHL. Rugby has
a concussion rate of 3.8/1,000 athlete exposures, while mixed
martial arts (MMA) has a rate of 15.4/1,000 athlete exposures.3,4
Sports-related head injuries presenting to US Emergency
Departments in 2009 showed cycling, football and baseball to be
the top three most prevalent causes of TBI.5
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have
created the “Heads Up” online resources for coaches, parents and
players, which include the signs and symptoms of TBI and what
to do if one suspects TBI. Symptoms of a concussion include
headache, dizziness, nausea and feeling unsteady, as well as signs
of loss of consciousness, poor coordination, poor concentration
and vomiting.6 Patients may also be confused and disoriented, and
may have emotional symptoms such as depression.6 The CDC has
also listed practical tips about how to prevent concussion – how
to create a concussion action plan, how to educate others and
the importance of monitoring athletes’ health.1 “Think First” is
a Canadian non-profit organization that focuses on prevention of

TBI with education-based programs. Not only does their website
contain information about concussions, but it also has resources for
physicians, including the SCAT2, a sports concussion assessment
tool.6 This tool is a standardized assessment for evaluating
concussions.6 The “Think First” website also offers guidelines for
return to play. Physicians are able to direct patients to these sites
so they can learn more about concussion prevention, in the hope
that we can reduce the number of brain injuries amongst those
involved in contact and/or competitive sports. As physicians, we
can help educate our patients about concussions and we can use
these resources to do so. Education is the key to injury prevention
in competitive sports and to a reduction in the number of traumatic
brain injuries.
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